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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmnesa in the Right."
"Volume

ROY.

XVI.

Hail Storm

City Well
The contract has been let for
the well for the Roy Water
Works and if all goes as planned
machine will be
.a big 4000-foset up and ready to operate as
.soonasitcan be shipped here
ot

New Mexico.

SatordayJunk

-

28

Number 24

1119.

Teachers Institute
at ROY
June 30th to July 12th.

5th Sunday

Base Ball

The Eastern Mora County S
3. Association will mae t at Plea:
ant View Sunday, June 29th, foi
its'5thSunday Convention, undei
the management of the new

The base ball game at Clayton
Sunday resulted in a score of 5
to 1, in favor of Clayton.
The
Roy team comes home with no
grievance and on analyzing tha
game they find that, but for
four scores gained by Clayton on
two errors by the Roy team, one
of them due to the ball being "In
the sun" to the fielder, they
would have tied Clayton in nine
innings.
Clavton had fixed up their
team with a battery froi Trini
dad, the best pitcher and catcher
they could find andi support from
other places so thera were but
three Clayton players, bat that's
all right They had to recognize
the skill which McGargo displayed in striking ouir 14 of their
players while theiir maní got but
16 of ours and thy had it on us
for stick work.
Manager Beck did all th
crabbing necessary about the only
welcome they found being "On
the door mat" or in signs stuck
up along tho road, and: he has
Yowed they shall have- "Coals of
Fire" heaped on them by extend
ing the limit of hospitality of
Roy on tho return game which
we shall demand of them.
In the mean time; the game
with Springer July 4th is calling
for all the training we can get
as it is conceded they are "Fixing" to win that one. We shall

officers,

At the High School Building.

Rev. G.B. Hall was elected Pres
G. R. Abernathy, Secretary,
and
ert, 15 acres of wheat, J. C.
last' Convention, at Mills,
at
the
Knoff , 40 acres rye, J. M. John
in December.
Things have
son, all his wheat neia a.n.may
gone badly with the 5th Sunday
berry, all of his wheat fielti and
reunions for a long time but
others damaged slightly. Frank
with
they are going to come-t- o
Roy had his flock of ewes and
a jump this time.
lambs in it and had just finished
Time has not been takeu to
shearing. They were pounded
prepare
an elaborate program
up some but none were killed.
with the help of all the
but
wa3
A peculiar coincidence
schools a program will be given
men whose
the
of
none
that
at
neeessarv
the
if
wishes
that will be worth while and
llas
"
c "
crops were destroyed had inthe picnic dinner will be of the
price.
same
surance while a number on each
unanimous
kind
Pleasant
we always have.
were
The Trustees
side of it had policies in the Roy
conis
the
and
lets
point
a
terms
View
central
of
in accepting the
Mutual. The lesson was learn
good,
shall
have
we
one
and
of
go
the
tract and all believe
by several wheat growers
have-ver5th Sunday Picnics
pleasant business re ed
Ayleshiie. of Lake
Mrs.
who came in next day and took
Drive
Army
Salvation
The
who
lations with Mr, Bagwell,
Arthur, N. M. President of the Come prepared to help ente rtain
policies.
out
this
Service
funds
Home
for
drilling
or instruct.
has made a business of
The Mutual has almost filled week resulted in going "Over Rebekah State Assemby, made
G. B. Hali,
in N. M. and Texas for the past it
list of 200 members and a the Top" as usual in Roy. Our an official visit to Harmony Lodge
President.
17 years or more and knows the
policy in it lends a feeling of quota was fixed at $150.00 and No,. 24 of Ro Tuesday "evening.
business thoroughly.
Although her visit was nol
orotection when a cloud comea the total donations amounted to
We believe we are headed
announced
until the previous dav
Mr. and Mrs. At S. Hanson
up.
$158.40, in cash and $11.00.00 in
right for a city well.
a dozen members were present entertained a company of young
pledges $169.40 in all.
to weloma her and a very inter- people at a dancing party last
This was made possible by the
esting jn formal session was held Thurs lay evening for Miss Etna
H. B. Jones, President of the
Davenport
earnest efforts
at the hall, Members contribut- Floersheim, who will leave
Roy Trust and Savings Bank,
assisted by Homer Holmes and ing to
Satur
Tucumcari
the entertainment and the shortly with her mother for San
from
.came ud
other returned Soldier who de
giving a very interesl
of
the
advantage
President
Calif, for an extended
took
day and
will begin voted the necessary time and ing and instructive talk on the Franciso,
Harvest
Wheat
get
to
north
stay. Music, dancing and dainty
ilate train from the
July 4th. Handing and effort in appreciation of the work aims, difficulties and successes refreshments were only a part
his business transacted and re- after
Threshing will last for three of the Salvation Army they wit of the Order in N. M.
of the attractions and a most enturn the same day. He was
Wages, $4.00 to nessed in Camp and at the front
ad jourment all repaired joyable event is the verdict of
After
with S. Floersheim and Fred months.
We are proud of tlfis evidence
a day and Board.
to the ice cream parlor of the all present.
Rmwn at Tulsa last week hob $5.00
our people realize and appre
that
Men and Jobs connected up
Fairview Pharmacy where ice
nobbing with the oil magnates
found and
Call or write. ciate merit whenever
Mr. Sargent arid the Gnner
cream and cake were indulged ir
there but left before they reach at the
we know that in this instance it
before separating for the night. Sisters are getting quite a village
ed an agreement.
was due a worthy cause.
Mrs. Smith and Mrs. Harper, ol of tenant houses started on their
Mr. Jones is enthusiastic fcr
was an agreeable s rprise
It
Mills, were present.
company
Their
lots on the west side.
this
of
prospects
the
phone rang last Satur
and R. F. V The lodge is geifng started third residence is about complete
W. C.- - Wyckham
and is more than sure of his in when the
day and the editor of the
Moore of Mosquero are two wel again aincs the inactivity which ed and they are starting another.
'
vestment in it,
recognized a voice he'' had not come additions . to our list ol war conditions imposed cn it
It readers at Mosquero. When wt along wi'h others and ha3 a good
WnuMeAffec, and wifeof
Chas Weatheriil and family heard for about, 12 years.
Oskaloosa,
of
Beman';,
C.
Ed
get our office equipped for it we prospect for a prosperous term Mills, accompanied by Misses
Ih'ave moved from Mills to , Roy was
People's are going to start a paper at Mos ahead.
Virginia and Clara Martin were
And are living in theit own Iowa, President of the
-and quero and print it here and give
Bank,
Savings
and
Trust
not
will
Charley
Plans are being made for a in town Saturday in their new
property here.
man,
and
boy
as
community
friend
former
a
real
deserving
that
yet
and
joint installation with the I. O. Ford.
start up in business just
politics
and
in
contemporary
newspaper.
Mc is renting his farm this
O. F. if they can get moved to
he will go out harvesting
30
some
for
community
affairs
the Masonic Hall in time for it. season and working at his trade
He has a "Hen on" and wil
Roy
around
the
on
roads
Work
of house painter.
settle here permanently if al years.
Mr. Beman came here to pur- ha3 been started and some of it
goes as planned which his many
Jude Foster has moved the
chase the old homestestead of has been so far completed as to office building occupied by AttJ
friends hope it will.
E. F. Henry,' the cement work
Mrs. Rea, in Iowa from her help some. There is a lot to be Lusk to the lot north of his office er. wno did all the best outside
(laughtei-and heirs, Mrs. J' done yet and the people are tak to makh room for the big new stucco and cement work in town
A. A. Wynne, of Albuquerque
Smith
and Mrs. Osborne ing hold of it in a very sati
building he is adding to his block will be here next week, see him
Frank
formerly for many years chief
to factory way. Many farmers are Work is progressing rapidly or at once about your work,
came
here
and
Mosquero,
of
adv,
Lumberman for the National
donating work in addition to the the new building.
back to Iowa.
train
take
the
comDistrict,
Forests of the 3rd
The deal fcr a 240 acre farm three years they are asked to do
A good little bridge of heavy
prising New Mexico and Arizona
and is for to get the roads in shape to travel
$30.000.00
over
totaled
oj
planking
Geroge
bunch
ar.d
his
Ray
has been built by Roal
was in Roy several days the past
on a river over.
land
overflowing
Vegas
E. J. H. Roy in the
Las
cowboys
Overseer,
from
arrived
week with his wife and son in a
Bridges are being built and and vicinity by way of Canyon mudhole this side of Ab3rnathys
nice bunch of
a
bottom,
rather
tourist auto which they drove money
for dry farmers to have grades made in the low places Largo, with over a thousand and, when the road is graded
through.
and a very satisfactory deal to which have heretofore been im- head of cattle which he has pur- up to it this will cease to be a
Mr. Wynne has resigned from
passable after every rain.
all parties.
chased. They were corraled at drawback to travel on one of the
the Forest Service and has locatMr.
with
came
The
Smiths
ed at Mosquero, where they have Beroah to Roy driving thru the The Mills Base Ball Team George's farm north of town most frequented highways.
The other bad places have
while the boys came and enjoyed
leased a business room and will
and played a double header gam on their return to civilization.
Saturday
way
all
the
mud
fixed also and the toad is a
been
start an ice cream parlor and showed him the really great their diamond Sunday afternoon
lot better than ever before.
Its
Mr. Wynne has
confectionery.
He first playing the Harriugton
mesa enroute.
this
on
crops
good
all
deserves
and
the
work
a
long
so
that
been in public life
is interested in oil in Texas and Team and defeating them 14 to 3
ionnted labor that is being given
he will not try to break away al
money down théu pláying Solano team defeat
get
some
to
wants
to .it in addition to the road taxonce but will find out how he
The meeting held last Thurs
oil company when we tell ing them 13 to 4, "Cfsjy"' batted
our
in
es.
community
can best seive the
three baggers and a home ruu, day evening abont celebrating
him it is time to kick in.
and then embark in some line of
which is some batting, for he is the 4th in Roy attracted four
Mr. and Mrs. George Lucas
work he finds to do and settk
citizens and two of them wanted ended their visit in Kans. and
on foot.
not
fast
gene
a
mass
Sunday
Last
after
down to living at home af tei
Mills will play a return game to celebrate elsewhere. It was returned
home Thursday
to
years of service which has kept ral meeting of all the members
decide 1 that there was not escape the terrific heat of that
Sunday,
and
at
next
Solana
at
held
was
Church
George's
of
St.
him on the road.
sufficient interest in acelebration state,' They are proud of the
in
which
it was decided to tear Harrington July 6th.
Mosquero
ir
congratulate
We
to warrant having one here so it six months old boy baby they
down and move the church this
having attracted so desirable
was definitely decided not U adopted and brought home with
known
Whit Bar'.on, a well
supervison ol
family to their town and hope we week, under the
celebrate,
but go and help other them, althongh they were rathLiberty
of the
homesteader
Committee;
shall see much of them in, Roy. the following
neighborhood, died at EI Paso celebrations and ther, when har er bashful and awkward with
Jose A. Griego, President
recently from the after effects of vest is over and the time is ri e him at first. We'll say for him
Pedro Uonsalez, V Pres.
Flu. They still bad their home- for it have a Harvest
he's some fine looking boy and
Adolfo Martinez Secretary
germany agreed to sign the
wher,
celebration
absent
had
been
and
here
stead
with "Grandma" Ogden to ad
J. A. Lopez, Assist, Sec.
Peace Terms when she had stallwill be no competition and vise them they will likely spoil
there
Dawson
and
at
some
time
for
The other members are:
ed off until the last minute. We
Mrs. Barton is every one will want a place to him proper.
Jose de Jesus Garcia, for other places.
forcnot
are glad the Allies were
come to and then get busy and
Paso.
El
at
now
'
ed to carry was into their land Solano.
make it worth while.
The Claude Wensell Co, is the
Jose Leandro Martinez
and renew its horrors even tho
program name of the nsw stre at Wagcn
That
is
the
tentative
Frank Aldiz for Balsofites.
F, H. Crowe and family are as outlined at present,
they did deserve it. The comMound. The personnel of the
Esteban Aguilar for Abbott. off for their summer vacation
mon people of germany will not
Í3
E. Blattman,
company
for
. C.
Mediua
Jose Dolores'
and are visiting Mrs. Crowe's
feel the cost of paying indemnL. Wensell V. P. and
C.
Pres.
parents at Stratford Texas.
ity much as they have been tax Mills.
Building header-barge- s
ii be Gen Mgr. J. Frank Curns, Secgood
hope
in
great
the
military
I
place
for
heavily;
as
ed just
coming almost an industry this retary, Epimenio Martinez and
..finííiwWss for the past half will of the community to perseDan Laumbach was in from week, everewhere yon look you J. R. Aguilar, Directors.
century, The Junkers will find vere in the work, ; as I cannot
the ranch again Wednes lay mot n see them. Using them will be Local papers give them a fine
it poorer picking however and start to build the basement of lag. He is busy with sme im- the main business of many people send-of- f in their news columns.
all will.- te better off for the the new Church without assist- portant business deals.
in another week or two,
ance. Fr. Felix Vachon, O.W-change.

from Tulsa, Okla. "The contract ha3 been let to Mr.
;Bagwell, of Las Vegas
Engineer, . Duer
City
who met
here Monday and arranged the
'terms of the contract, and Mr.
Bagwell went from here after
the machine. The price is $10.
per foot for the first 1000 feet
with a six inch hole at the bottom
and continue as far as the vi:

The first hail storm of the sea
son to do material damage, occur
red last Wednesday evening over
a strip a mile wide and several
miles long crossing Chicosa lake
Among
rom west to east,
those damaged were Fred Meff- -

Mora County,

State Teachers Examinations
July 11th and 12th.

Yours Educationally,
W. FREMONT OSBORNE,
Conductor,

"Over the Top" Visits Rebekahs

ed

.

,
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Harvest Hands
Wanted at Roy
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The Roy Base Ball Team has
made a record to be proud of ki
the past month and has games a
head that mean much to them
and us. This month's contribution is now due and shauld be
paid cheerfully and promptly.

E.F. Henry, the plaster and
stucco artist, will be back in Roy
's
this week finishing Edgar
new residence and other
work. If you have plaster or
cement work to do, see him.
Floer-sheim-

-

'

Mrs.

L. K.

Mitchel',

who

taught a school at Optimo, the
past term, is much pleased to
have won a banner in the State
Health Crusade, the only one to
be won in Mora County and only

a dozen in the state, The Crusade
is under auspices of the State
Board of Health and required
eleven "Health Chores" daily
for 15 weeks, by all the children
of the school. Some task for a
teacher to take on extra we
should think.
Polly due
The north-boun- d
Monday noon arrived at 6 A. M".
Tuesday. It was Geo. Majors
train that piled up 12 can on the
track Sunday evening by i en? on
of spreading rails and it made
quite a muss.
George Hepburn sends for his
from Cupar, Sask. Canada,
where he wants to read it for the
next six months but he doesnt
tell us why he is there., ' We are
sending news to that family in
widely scattered places..
S--

E. F. Ivey has his windmill up
to his deep well but the wind
has refused to blow since and he
has had nodemonstraticn of what
the well will produce.
All the windmills are on a
strike this week, but it is not
understood that it is sympathy
for Tom Mooney or higher pay.

-

-

'''

1

Mr. Lewis, the contractor who
uilt the Catholic Rectory and
the. Sisters house, is here laying
(he foundatioa for the new church. He will be a "Rooter" for
the Roy Ball Team beforete can
get back to Springer.

THE

All EPITOPE

FOREIGN

OF

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINQS, DOINGS, ACHIEVE.
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

were Injured as the result of the collapse of a Knights of Columbus hut at
Fontanezen, while a boxing match was
In progress.
A dispatch from Vienna, received at
Copenhagen, reports military meas-ure- a
have been taken to counteract a
plot of Hungarian red guards to Inand proclaim a
vade German-Austrisoviet republic.
Leon Amhraml, under secretary in
the ministry of war, auuounced that
more than 60,000 Freach prisoners In
excess of the figures given by Germany were found In Germany. The
number of French soldiers missing in
action has reached 314,000, the under
secretary said.
A strike of priests, which Is without
precedent has Just occurred at Loret-to- ,
a celebrated resort of pilgrims.
The priests asked for an amelioration
of their financial condition, owing to
the high cost of living, and when their
claims were not granted, they stopped
celebrating masses and performing
other religious duties.
Instead of bread lines In Pttrograd
there are crowds awaiting their turn
for coffins and death certificates.
Visitors to hospitals refuse to recognize their dead relatives lii order to
save funeral expenses, and the old and
young are got rid of or told to die as
soon as possible so that a crust of
bread may be saved for the survivors.
No human feeling Is left. Life bus became absolutely brutal.
a

riles.

WESTERN
Assessed valuation of all real and
personal property in Missouri has been
returned by the State Board of Kquall-aatlo- n
at $2,271,205,992, an Increase of
20 per cent over the assessed valuations last year.
Licensed aviators of any nationality
may compete In the proposed transpa
cific airplane flight for which Thomas
H. Ince has offered a prize of
according to rules governing the
contest made public ut Los Angeles.
Administration forces on the Senate
Military Affairs Committee planned to
conduct a vigorous fight for an army
of 500,000, as asked by Secretary Baker. They will urge rejection of a
tentative figure of 400,000 adopted by
a subcommittee on the army appropriation bill, which was to report the
measure to the full committee.
Greeting his wife with a smile and
a pleasant "good morning," Thomas
Edwards of Portland, Ore., shot and
killed her without nny warning while
she sat at the breukfast table. Edwards rushed from his house, went to
the home of a neighbor, telephoned to
a brother that he hud murdered his
wife and was about to take his own
life and then killed himself.
The use of oil as fuel for locomotives Is growing at an unprecedented
pace. Lust month the Texas & Tacific
Kali road Company contracted for the
delivery of 0,000,000 barrels covering
the next three years and officlnis e
the railroad administration expect
that within the next month contracts
ior at least 50,000,000 barrels will be
awarded.
Ernest Lister, governor of Washington, died In Seattle. He had been 111
for several months. Governor Lister
was serving his second term when he
was taken 111 with an affection of the
heart and kidneys during the recent
session of the Leglslaturer He was
born at Halifax,,,. England, .June 15,
1870, and' is survived by his widow and
?50,-00-

two children
Congressional
leaders are determined to rid the country of alien
"Beds" and to bar America's doors
agalnat more coming In. Funds to
carry out the work are set aside In
the sundry civil bill, which was expected to pass the House and the Senate before July 1st. This bill grants
$1,500,000 for crime detection, $500,-00- 0
of which Is specifically designated
to finance the anarchist hunt and
$100,000 for deportation of "undesir-

able aliens."

WASHINGTON
Twelve prisoners have escaped from
the United States Army Disciplinary
Barracks at Fort Leavenworth, according to a notification from Leavenworth.
Enactment of legislation designed to
give the interstate commerce commission broader regulatory powers over
railroad and wire systems when those
properties are returned to private control has been recommended by the
house interstate commerce committee.
The recommendation was contained In
the committee's report on the bill for
immediate return of the telegraph and
telephone companies to their owners.
Governor Thomas Biggs, Jr., of Alaska received a cable stating the epidemic of Influenza at Bristol bay and
other western Alaska points, has been
suppressed. A government expedition
Is now on Its way from the states to
fight the epidemic'.
The work of transferring the many
thousand motor trucks, automobiles,
and motor cycles that
ambuhinces
were bought by the War Department
y
for war purposes is proceeding as
as the nature of the task will per
mit. The greater part of these motor
vehicles have been distributed to the
'
government
departments.
various
More than 10,000 trucks, cars and
other vehicles have been disposed of.
Continued high records In exports
in May gave the United States a for
eign trade credit of $3,505,000,000 for
the first eleven months of the fiscal
year, $141,000,000 greater than the
previous record in 1917. In eleven
months this country has sent abroad
$0,808,000,000 worth of goods and has
received $2,803,000,000 worth from forMay imports were the
eign countries.
largest In the history of the nation's
foreign trade, amounting to $329,000,-00Exports totaled $000,000,000.
Nineteen steel cargo ships aggregating 128,472 deadweight tons hnve been
sold at prices ranging from $210 to
$225 a ton to New York ship operators
by the shipping bfard. Chairman Hur
ley, in a statement, characterized the
deal as the greatest sale of steamships
In the history of thes hipping Industry.
The iotal consideration Involved was
rap-Idl-

0.

SPORT
Nick Gundy, El Paso featherweight,
was awarded the decision at the end
bout with Manuel
of a
Chavez, at Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Tommy Gibbons,
St. Paul light
heavyweight, was given the popular
bout at Minverdict in his
neapolis, with Billy Miske. It was the
third time Gibbons shaded Miske.
According to time taken by Victoria
timers at a school meet In Victoria, a
dash
world's record for the
girl, Ada
was made by a
Algar, who covered the distance In 94
second. The world's record Is 9
seconds.
e
gloves with which
The
Dempsey and Willard will battle July
4 have reached Toledo from Snn Fran
cisco. They were especially built by
Sol Levin son, who bos made all the
gloves for championship contests for
d

ten-roun- d

100-yar- d

3-- 5

five-ounc-

the last twenty years. Itlcknrd ordered two sets to guard against accidents.

GENERAL

,

In the ruins of the library of Lou- vain, destroyed by the Germans in
1914, the degree of doctor of law was
conferred on President Wilson by the
University of Louvain.
Commencement exercises In Wool- sel Hall, In New Haven, were those
of Yale University's 219th year. Thir
teen honorary degrees and 598 degrees
for work in courses were given.
There is some reason to believe that
the American army, while making the
world safe for democracy, lias also
made Broadway unsafe for the profes
sional actor. Raymond T. Fosdick,
who lins Just returned from Europe,
brings the startling news that no less
than 10,000 actors haye been trained
by the American expeditionary force
The name of the English nurse,
Edith CavelL who was shot by the
Germans, has been chosen as the title
for the first military post of women
The
to he established in America.
Edith Cavell post of the American Legion will be composed of yeomanettes
of the Brooklyn navy yard, it was an
nounced at the state headquarter! of
the legion in New York.
Jewels valued at more than $25,00C
were taken from the residence of Mrs.
Nellie Magnus Loeb, daughter of th
late Adoiphus Busch, (luring a party
In Chicago. The robbers" worked with
in sight of the party on the front
veranda.
Citing the fnct that conditlona revealed by the war called for unprecedented exertions to check the progress
of tuberculosis, the National Tubercu
losis Association upon adjourning its
annual meeting at Atlantic City, adopted resolutions providing for a Bed
Cross Christmas seal campaign In De
cemher by means of which a sum In
excess of $0,000,000 will be raised.
Full confessions are expected by the
police from Antony KunskI, a building contractor, and Miss Frances
Mann, arrested In connection with n
ring, which Is al
$500,000 "fire-bug- "
leged to have been responsible for
inore than 200 fires In Chicago and in
surrounding towns in Illinois, Michi
gan, Wisconsin, Indiana and Iowa. The
police believe KunskI to be the
"brains" of the arson gang. James
Kabulis also Is under arrest as an alleged member of the gang.
A driver of an automobile truck
loaded with silk valued at $100,000 and
his helper were boldly kidnaped near
Paterson, N. J., by two highwaymen
who, after making off with the silk,
locked their two victims in the truck.
The kidnaping and robbery took place
on the high road near Morristown,
.

N.J. ,

The Lower House of the Ohio Legishave adopted a resolution asklature
Attorney General Palmer asked Congress for a special $500,000 appropri- ing Governor Cox to stop the Willard
ation to carry on the hunt for anar- Dempsey heavyweight championship
chists, bomb throwers and enemies of prize fight to be held at Toledo, July
4th.
law and order
$27,821,120.

Southwest

upon food depots.
During an attempt to put down a
strike near Sombarheek, western Hun
gary, 108 railway men were killed. The
strike Is continuing.
One American soldier was killed, two
ared ying and more than 100 othera

CONDENSED RECORD OF THE
PROQRESt OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

'

!

Martial law has been proclaimed In
the entire zone of Hamburg harbor al
a consequence of an increase In raída

LATE UVE NEVIS

Wsstsra Nawiptjxr Uslon n

SPANISH-AMERICA-

News

From All Over

New Mexico
and Arizona
Wltrn Newpaar Union Nsws

Bsrvlcs.

boy
Leslie Meeks, the
who lost ills right hand and part of
his ami In an accident which occurred
while he was in the employ of Cook
Brothers, at their farm near Chandler, Arizona, was awarded $4,000 damages by a jury.
On account of the labor shortage
in New Mexico, the gathering of
peaches around Roswell la a problem.
The employment service wll make a
strenuous effort, to meet the situation
with home forces. The time in which
to gather peaches Is very brief, therefore, a large force for about three
weeks Is necessary.
New Mexico's crops upon June 1st
ranked second. In the whole United
States in the amount of their excellence over the ten year average. Kansas stood first with a crop of 120.3
as compared with the average, while
New Mexican crops were rated as 115
per cent. The grand average for the
whole United States wus 104.7.
By the terms of a permit granted
by the city commission, the Phoenix
Athletic Club will have control of all
the boxing matches to be staged in
Phoenix under the new state law legalbouts. The permit alizing
so gives the club authority to puss on
any bouts proposed to be staged by
other organizations or individuals.
The condition of wheat In Arizona
June 1st wus 95 per cent of a normal
crop, according to the government crop
report Issued by L. M. Harrison, field
agent for the Bureau of Crop Estimates. This forecasts a crop of about
one million bushels, which is the same
as the forecast of last month. Last
year on June 1st, the condition was
June
80 per cent, while the five-yea-r
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ThouMnds of women have kidney and
bladder trouble and never suspect it,
Womenr oomplaints often prove to be
othing ilia but kidney trouble, or the
mult of kidney or bladder disease.

If the kidneys are not in a healthy

tondition, they may cause the other or-jato become diseased.
rain in the back, headache, lost of am
bition, nervousness, are often times symptoms of kidney trouble.
Don t delay starting treatment.
Dr.

Not for Charlotte.
daughCharlotte Is the
ter of a College avenue resident. One
of the recent warm evenings she removed her shoes and stockings and
went over to the front porch of a
neighbor to show her that she was
barefooted. The neighbor said : "You
had better get on your shoes or you
will catch your death of dampness."
Nothing Like Plain
Charlotte Immediately replied, "Oh, no.
to Put on Firm, Healthy Flesh and
I have had it" Indianapolis News.
to Increase Strength, Vigor
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Peace Epigrams.
Kilmer's Swamp-Rooa physician's pre- At a dinner the other night to Edicription, obtained at any drug store, may
Amerbe just the remedy needed to overcome ward" Price Bell, the
luch conditions.
ican Journalist, several epigrams were
Get a medium or large size bottle im related about the peace terms. The
mediately from any drag store.
Americans described it as "a peace
However, if you wish first to test this
with a punch." An English speaker
treat preparation send ten rents to UT.
as "a
Kilmer k Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a said he had heard it described
ismple bottle. When writing be rare and peace with a vengeance."
mention this paper. Adv.
I may add as the expression of the
feelings of the ordinary man who has
Real Guilt
had to work through the 10.000 words,
A Chinese diplomat mentioned some that It is a peace that passeth underthing about a Chinese having com standing. Manchester Guardian.
mitted suicide by eating gold leaf.
Well," said a society woman in the
That Might Help.
company. "I can t understand now mar.
Gwendoline de Vere gazed out of the
could have killed him."
window at the drizzling rain and trie
rrobably," answered the diplomat sloppy streets and sighed dismally, as
seriously, "he died from the conscious-ne- a she pondered on the misery of tilings
of Inward guilt." London Ideas. In general.
"Aye, I am heart hungry," she murFate Fast.
mured In thrilling accents to herself.
Mae Day (In group of department "What, I wonder, can alleviate these
store clerks) Did you notice my lost terrible pangs of henrt hunger?"
customer? Ain't she a perfect thirty-six- ?
Just then a voice came from the
kitchen :
Sally Cyllc Don't you fool yer- "Come on, Owen! Dinner's ready.
selves, girls I Didn't you see her gray Got liver and bucon today I"
hairs? Why, she's easy over fifty.
t,

well-know-

In Short.

The prices of cotton and linen have
Sellum How's the market, Wright?
.
Lengthen
been doubled by
Wright Rotten ; I'm actually starv
their service by using Red Cross Bag ing. Sold a bundle of
Blue in the laundry. All grocers, Be.
slips yesterday to

and Nerve Force.
Judging- from the countless preparations
and treatments which are continually being advertised for tlx purpose of making
thin people fleshy, developing arms, net-Iand bust, and replacing ugly hollows and
angles by the soft curved lines of health
and beauty there are evidently thousand
Of men and women who keenly feel their
txresslve thinness.
Thinness and weakness are often due
to starved nerves. Our bodlea need more
phosphate than la contained In modern
foods. Physicians claim there la nothing
that will supply this deficiency so well as
the organic phosphate known among drugwhich la Inex
gists as
pensive and Is sold by most all druggists
under a guarantee of satisfaction or money
back. By feeding the nérvea directly and
by supplying the body cells with the necessary phosphoric food elements,
should produce a welcome
transformation In the appearance; the Infrequently- being astonweight
crease in
ishing.
weight
also carries with It
Increase in
a general Improvement In the health.
sleeplessness
and lack of
Nervousness,
energy, which nearly always accompany
disappear,
dull
excessive thinness, should
eves become bright, and pale cheeks glow
neaun.
with the bloom of perrect
Although
CAUTION:
Is unsurpassed for relieving nervousness
sleeplessness ana general weakness, In-u
should not, owing to Its tendency to
crease weight, be used by anyone who
oes not desire to put on nesn.
t
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the Juukman for enough to buy n package of Unlucky Hit cigarettes. As for
If you
Mr.
checks, they're as scarce as crowned
you
why
me,
throw
did
don't love
heads In Europe.
1
!d
yourself on my breast and put your
Sellum In' short, you're writing for
(
arms around my neck and kiss me?
not writing
Oh, that was only the niagaziues, but they're
Miss
you.
for
Is
on
ever
a training stunt. The best
his way home from Frnnce and I wnnt
1.1
Which Had Whlch7
to give him the right fnd of welcome.
Mother hud taken Joe and John to
the doctor's for an examination as the
averuge is 93.
Happiness and Interest
Personal happiness Is almost synon- teacher had suggested. At the supper
Headquarters for the New Mexico
ymous
with personal Interests; the table that night she reported the verCattle and Horse Growers' Association
snys they
ana
1 1
will be established at Las Vegas dur- wider the range of the latter the dict to father. "The doctor
have adenoids and bad tonsils," she
ing the Cowboys' convention which higher Is the degree of happiness.
told him.
will be held there July 2nd, 3rd and Lilian Whiting.
Father looked surprised but before Ü
4th. Miss Bertha Benson, secretary of
fit
.
While some men practice what they he could speak, up piped
the association, will be In charge of
one of 'em Is mine,
"Which
John:
would
be
majority
ashamed
the
preach,
part
occupy
a
the offices, which will
mom, and which one Is Joe's?"
Co.
of the Las Vegas Commercial Club. to preach half they practice.
All cattlemen are Invited to muke free
ssi Eattman Kodak Co.
First Land Sale.
If you would criticize your boss get
use of the headquarters during the
tt Deiver.Celo.
828 loth SI.
We should say the first land sale
fully a mile away from everybody, then
convention.
on record was the purchase of the
whisper to yourself.
With the announcement by the Ari
field of Machpelah by Abraham, who
zona State Fair Commission of an ag
A woman always has a reason for paid 400 shekels of ail vex i for., the
gregate purse of $43,000 for the win- being unreasonable.
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
field In which he bulled his wife.
ners, of the,, harness .event?,,,the suc
cess of the turf program of this year's
fair is assured beyond the'.sliadow of
any doubt. The sum named Is twice
the amount ever offered in stakes at
the local track, and It is said to be
the' largest offer made this year for
responsibility attached to the preparing of a remedy for infants and children
a single week's program anywhere in
the United States.
than that imposed upon the manufacturer of remedies
undoubtedly
War Department equipment allotted
to the New Mexico Highway Depart
for adults whose system is sufficiently strong to counteract, for a time at least, any
ment Is being assembled as quickly as
Í3 well to observe that Castoria is prepared today, as it ha3 been
possible and made ready for shipinjurious drug.
ment Notice has been received that
for the past 40 years, under the personal supervision of Mr. Chas. H. Fletcher.
about 130 trucks of various makes and
capacity,
from twenty to two-toWhat have makers of imitations and substitutes at stake? What are their
twenty-twautomobiles, including six
teen Fords; a large number of small
responsibilities? To whom are they answerable? They spring up today, scatter
and large tents, lanterns and other
their nefarious wares broadcast, and disappear tomorrow.
supplies for camp purposes, should be
ready for shipment at once.
Could each mother see the painstaking care with which the prescription for
At the suggestion of State Engineer
Thomas Maddock, Yavapul county,
Fletcher's Castoria is prepared: could they read the innumerable testimonials from
Arizona, has made formal application
grateful mothers, they would never listen to the subtle pleadings and false arguments
fo the Commission of State Institu
tions for a loan of $20,000. The loan
of those who would offer an. imitation of, orsubstitute for, the tried and true
will be utilized on the bridge across
'
which
Clurkdale,
near
the Verde river
Fletcher's Castoria. One
Is to cost approximately $40,000.
half of the cost will be borne by the
county and the other by the stato
under the provisions of an appropria
fmt"'""j"
tlon bill pussed at the session of the
'ytrWnt15TluidTryH
last Legislature.
The work of reconstruction of the
famous scenic highway between Jta
ton, New Mexico, and the Colorado
state line may reasonably be expected
to start very soon, as the contract has
at last been let for this most important stretch of highway.
James S. Douglas, prominent mining
and railroad man of the soul hern part
of Arizona, has Issued a statement to
the effect that as soon as the govern
......
"iiTiiTiiir.ia..riwwaí'ÉiiaiMaiiiiiiiisiiii
""
i
ment turns the railroads over to their
similatinfciDfiioou 7
t
proper owners, which will probably be
In December of this year, he will im
"Great Is Truth., and mighty above all things." So says the Old
mediately begin the construction on
Truth shows no favors,
Testament,
yet it Is equally true
plans
for
railroad,
the
fears no enemies.
the construction of which were comStates en
From the inception of Fletcher's Castoria, Truth has been the
pleted before
w
tered the war against Germany.
and to the conscientious adherence to this motto in the
watchword,
jnahou
i
Mineral. Not
preparation of Fletcher's Castoria as weU as in its advertising is due
According to an estimate made by
the secret of its popular demand.
the contractor for the officials of the
inclined shuft
company, "the
preparations lack
All imitations, ail substitutes, all
now being sunk on the Silver Tip
the element of Truth, lack the righteousness of beiig, lack all semclaim on the Green Monster at Jerome,
'
blance even in the words of those who would deceive.
Arizona, will be completed within the"
And you I Mothers, mothers with the fate of the World in your
ensuing ninety days. The actuul work
'
hands, can you be deceived? Certainly not.
of sinking the shaft has been under
Castoria is prepared for Infants and Children. It is
Fletcher's
way only a few" days, the time since
distinctly a remedy for the little-one- s.
The BABY'S need for a medthe contract was let to E. S. Bartholo
icine
of
to
Castor
Paregoric
place
take
the
Oil,
and Soothing Syrups
mew, having been consumed to a large
was
sole
the
led
thought
discovery.
Never try to correct
to
that
its
necessary
work.
preliminary
extent by
BABY'S troubles with a medicine that you would use for yourself.
The Wo Grande Valley Drainage
MOTHERS SHOULD READ THE BOOKLET THAT 18 AROUND EVERY BOTTLE OF FLETCHER'8 CASTORIA
convention wheh closed its session In
Albuquerque wus successful In every
I
GENUINE
LALV AY
way, according to Leslie A. Glllet, the
state engineer. There was no discus
i
i
Bears the Signature of
sion ns to the need for drainage, ev
ery one was cpnvlnced that drainage
must b bad. The proceedings were
directed especially to the Subject of
getting to work as soon as possible.
The convention recommended that the
Exact Copy of Wrapper,
valley be divided into drainage dis
THI eSNTAUft OOMMNV) H1W YORK OITV,
tricts from San Marcial on the south
to White Rock cafion on the north.
Preparedness.
Homestopper
Trlfler!
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Group of striking female employees of the Western Union Telegraph company In New York city. 2
Armed civilians arresting Bed Guard soldiers In Munich, Bavaria, when the soviet forces were driven out. 3
r
Lieut. George Horowitz of Passaic, N. J., the
man of the 1819 class just graduated from the United
States Military academy.
high-hono-

than half a million, and the larger part
of those are concentrated in the east
where preparations had been made for
warfare with the Poles. Also, the
Germans are notoriously weak in the
matter of railway and motor truck
transport aud have few alrplunes left,
It did not seem that they could pos
Attitude of Germany sibly make any powerful and prolonged resistance to an invasion, but

HEWS REVIEW OF

CUIiREIITEVEIITS
Uncertain
Toward the Peace Treaty
to Friday, June 20.

Up

Marshal Foch planned his operations
to meet the maximum strength the
enemy might summon.

The resignation of Premier Orlando
of Italy and his cabinet, it was feared,
might have an embarrassing effect on
the peace negotiations, as Orlando was
Foch Ready for Invasion From Three a member of the council of four. Orlando had addressed the chamber of
Sides Turks Ask That Their Coundeputies In defense of the peace
try Ba Left Intact Americans
treaty and called for a vote of confi
Cross Mexican Border and
dence,
which was refused through the
Punish the Vllllstas.
efforts of the socialists. The king re
served decision as to acceptance of
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
the resignation.
"We had better sign the treaty and
have done with It. But whether we
The German peace envoys had an
sign It or not, the worst Is yet to unpleasant time last week. On their
come; and we refuse to cheer up."
departure from Versailles with the
That was apparently the attitude final draft of the treaty they were as
of the greater part of the German peo- sailed by a mob and several of them
ple on Friday, June 20, when this re were Injured by thrown stones an un
However, at that fortunate occurrence for which the
view was written.
time it was Impossible to forecast the French authorities
made ample
action that would be taken by the Ger apology. No sooner had the envoys
man government, and the news col
reached Weimar than some sixty Sparumns will tell whether the trenty was tacan prisoners, released from the Jail
signed or rejected, by Monday, June there, attacked the castle where the
23, at 6 :49 p. m., Paris time, when the members of the government live. It
time limit given the Germans expired
was their intention, apparently, to
Friday morning came the news that seize Ebert, Scheldemann and Noske,
the Scheldemann cabinet had fallen but they made so much noise that the
and that Gustav Noske, minister of de surprise assault failed and the troops
fense, was to become head of the new drove off the Spartacans. The Ger
government This was taken to mean mans considered this occurrence more
that the treaty would be signed, as Important than it appeared to be on
Scheldemann had been the chief op- the surface.
ponent of such a course. It was be
lieved that the rule of Noske would
The Turkish peace mission was reamount to a dlstatorshlp. Another ceived Informally by the council of
story was that Bernstorft would suc ten at the Qual d'Orsay and its mem
ceed Brockdorff-Rantzaas head of bers set forth the Turkish situation.
the commission.
They asserted Turkey was forced into
Disappointed,
dismayed and thorthe war by the Young Turks, the foroughly angered by the final refusal of mer German emperor and Russia's dethe allies to ameliorate to any marked sire to grab Constantinople and that
extent the terms Imposed on them, the the Turkish people were not responsiGermans raged impotently against ble for U. The grand vizier pleaded
their fate. Count von Brockdorff- for the preservation of Turkey intact
Rantzau and his colleagues on the and the withdrawal of Greek troops
peace commission united In advising from Smyrna, saying that course alone
the cabinet to refuse to sign the treaty, could Insure peace among 300,000,000
the cabinet to refuse to sign the treaty. Mohammedans throughout the world.
In the national assembly at Wei
The council gave no intimation of its
mar, where the treaty was to be conintentions, but it has been generally ad
sldered, the majority socialists, it was mitted that the empire of the sultan is
believed, would vote for signing, and to be dismembered.
It was believed the Catholic center
and Independent socialist parties also
Chancellor Renner submitted to the
would finally agree to accept the terms. allied delegates his detailed objections
Throughout the former empire to the terms Imposed on Austria, prosentiment was diverse. The south
testing especially against the alleged
ern states, which would suffer most "injustice which menaces 4,500,000
from invasion, were In favor of yieldGerman Austrians," and against the
ing, while the northern provinces, essetting up of a number of new states
pecially East Prussia, were strongly
n Europe which be says will create
opposed to such a course. Naturally, another hotbed of war such as the Balelement was bit kans have been.
the old
terly against the treaty, but that ele
ment no longer rules In Germany.
There was some Improvement in the
bolshevlkl situation and consequently
Meanwhile, the allied nations, tak
less apprehension on the part of the
peace conference.
A national coning no chances, made every preparation for Immediate action in case of gress of Hungarian soviets, over which
rejection of the treaty. They had Ger- Bela Kun presided, appealed to the
many encircled by a ring of guns and French proletariat to aid Hungary and
bayonets and were ready to Invade Russia in their "revolution for lib
from three sides, while on the north erty." The progress of the Hungarian
the guns of their fleets would enforce
communist troops against the Czechs
Before
a renewed blockade by sea.
and Roumanians was checked, and the
the week ended the British grand fleet reports from Russia contained no
The immense
was on a war footing.
alarming news. The AVhlte Guards
which was about to that are moving on Petrograd succeeddirigible
ifart across the Atlantic, was made ed in destroying an Important fort
ready to sail for the Baltic, and her across the bay from Kronstadt, and
- companion,
set out on a cruise again it was reported that the bolshe
vlkl were preparing to evacuate Petrothat was to include the Kiel canal.
Land operations, carefully planned grad.
by Marshal Foch and his colleagues,
called for swift advance by the BelSenator Enox's resolution designed
gian and Brjtlsh forces through Essen to separate the peace treaty from the
ind the Buhr district to the fortress League of Nations covenant was the
it Mlnden; by the Americans up the subject of hot debate in the senate, Mr.
valley of the Main to the Bohemian Knox himself leading the way in a
border, cutting Germany in two; by speech that was forceful and impresthe French to the fortress of Ulm and sive, whatever one may think of the
then to Nordlingen, outflanking th
correctness of his views. He attacked
strong Bhoen mountain defenses. At the covenant as "destructive of human
the same time, according to the plan, progress and liberty," citing especially
the Czecho slovaks would attack from "the pernicious provisions embodied In
the south and the Poles from the east article 10 which are designed to fix
ansl it is believed the great industrial through all time and merit is made of
district of Silesia would thus be occu- this purpose of the provision the
pied.
boundaries set up by the treaty pf
The allied command estimated the peace."
Senator McCumber of North Dakota,
available German forces at not more
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Republican, ably led the defenders of
the league and bitterly criticized his
parly colleagues for conducting what
he characterized as a campaign of mis
representation and distortion. He ad
mltted the covenant Is not perfect, but
vigorously denied that it discriminates
against us or Imposes on us any obli
gation or burden that Is not equally
borne by every other nation.
It was predicted In Washington that
the Knox resolution would be defeated
but that It would receive enough votes
to show that the treaty and covenant
together could not be ratified by the
senate. President Wilson's announced
plan of making a speaking tour In support of the league is not approved by
many of the Democratic leaders, who
say that he will thus give the Repub
llcans an opportunity to make the
league an Issue before the people. But
Mr. Wilson, as well as a great many
other very well posted persons, be
lieves firmly that a vast majority of
the American people want the league
covenant ratified so he does not fear
an appeal to them on that issue.
Once again American troops have
been sent across the Mexican border
because of the action of the Vllllstas,
and this time the latter were quickly
attacked and as quickly put to flight,
The rebels had Invested Juarez and,
ns on former occasions, some of their
bullets landed in El Paso, Tex. Sev
eral Americans were killed and wound
ed and our soldiers got into action In
stantly. After the artillery had rained
shrapnel on the Villa forces the Infan
try rushed across the International
bridge and drove them from their
trenches, and the cavalry pursued
them for several miles. The Mexican
authorities were assured that this was
not to be taken as an invasion, and in
deed the Americans returned to their
own side of the river within a few
hours. At flrst President Carranza
through his special envoy at Washing
ton, protested against the action, but
next day the Mexican government an
nounced that it considered the incident
closed. Whether Pancho Villa also
would so consider it was another mat
ter. All along the border there was
fear lest be attempt reprisal and
American troops were hurriedly placed
at the points that were considered

threatened.
Of course the senate took a whack
at this affair and the opponents of the
administration severely criticized it
for its general Mexican policy, which,
Senator Fall asserted, was to support
the weak Carranza government with
out protecting the lives and property
of Americans and other foreigners In
Mexico.

The week opened with the great
news of the successful nonstop flight
across the Atlantic by Captain Alcock
and Lieutenant Brown in the Vlckers-Vmy bombing plane. It was a won
derful achievement and all the world
Joined In praise of the courage and
skill of the bold aviators." Most of the
way from Newfoundland to Ireland
they flew through fog and. drizzle, yet
they made the 1,960 land miles in the
remarkable time of 16 hours and 12
minutes.
...
Despite the big demonstration by the
American Federation of Labor, con
gress will not sanction a modification
of the wartime prohibition law to per
mit the manufacture and sale of beer
and light wines from July 1 until na
tlonal prohibition goes into effect next
January. This was made certain when
the senate by a vote of 55 to, 11 killed
a rider to this effect which Senator
Phelan wanted to attach to the agri
cultural appropriation bill. Action by
President Wilson is the only remaining
hope of the wets and it Is slender.
The A. F. of L. busied itself with
several big matters last week. For instance, it butted into the Irish muddle
with a resolution favoring the "Free
Irish," and it also swatted the radical
elements within Itself by refusing to
adopt a resolution for the initiative
and referendum within the ranks of
organized labor and defeating another
resolution for the recognition of soviet
Russia. Also it rejected the proposed
general strike on July 4 in behalf of
Tom Mooney. Then Postmaster General Burleson came up for discussion
and as the poor man bad no friend In
the convention a resolution was adopted asking the president to remove him
because of his "labor policy."
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De Noailles marched afoot the whole
756 miles from Newport to Yorktown,
Young
Closen, Chastel- lux, a brother of Mlrabeau, a brother
of Talleyrand, Barras, later Director
Barras, and many other enthusiasts
for liberty were in the. expedition.
They understood Americans. Equality
was the particular American trait
which impressed them most and this
idea was imported by them from
America Into France.
Rochambeau placed himself and his
army under the command of Washington. The ragged Americans always
had the right of the line. In case of
equality of rank, the American officer
always took command. Not so much
as a cabbage was taken without payment.
Before Yorktown the Americans were not skilled In siege operations, and Washington gratefully acknowledged the service of the French
engineers. The French fleet closed the
river, and the surrender came. Without that French help we tremble to
think what might have happened.
Fired Lafayette's Ardor.
Toward the close of the year 1776,
the duka of Cumberland, who was the
brother of King George HI of England,
was traveling aln France, and one day
he arrived at the town of Metz, then a
French possession. A certain count De
Broglle, a veteran of many battles,
was in command of the garrison, and,
to do honor to his distinguished visitor,
he invited some of his officers to meet
him at dinner. Now It happened that
the duke of Cumberland was In disfavor with his royal brother he was,
in fact, in banishment He had lately
received news that certain of his
majesty's colonies in America had rebelled and declared themselves free,
declining to be subject any longer to a
tyrannical king. It would seem that
.the duke of Cumberland told the story
with some gusto, as If he were not altogether sorry that Ills brother was in
trouble. One officer listened with par
ticular attention. He was a youth of
nineteen, tall and thin, with a long
nose and reddish hair. His solemn expression and his somewhat awkward
Saint-Simo-

TOJJIFAYETTE
Washington Paid Tribute
to Great Services
Rendered.

w

HEN the Revolution began
Americans were still pioneers and straight shooters.
The country was full of men
who had seen service in war against
the French and Indians. Washington
had been' all his life a soldier. It is
not surprising that American officers
felt quite able to handle the military
situation without assistance from the
host bf applicants for commissions
from abroad. Therefore when Washington heard that a young Frenchman
named Lafayette had left his wife and
child and crossed the ocean to serve
the American cause as a volunteer
without pay, he muttered : "One more
incumbrance." But Lafayette pleaded:
'Give me a chance ; I do not want to
be an honorary soldier."
He went to Washington's camp and
there began a friendship which ran
through so many years like an idyl. In
1783 Brissot visited Washington at Mt.
Vernon with a letter from Lafayette,

manner contrasted strongly with the
frivolous ease and grace of the other
young officers present. He was a roar-quof long descent, connected by
marriage with one of the greatest
families in France, and he had at his
own disposition a very large income.
He listened intently, he asked many
eager questions, and when he rose
from the table he had made a momentous and historic resolution. He had
resolved to abandon the pleasures and
luxuries of the gayest court In the
world, even to leave his young wife
and child, and to cast in his lot with
these strange rebels In America. In
his own words, "When flrst I heard of
American independence, my heart was
enlisted!" That young man was Lafayette; and when the American oimy
went to the front in France, it merely
paid a small part of the debt of gratitude we owe that splendid young
that true nobleman.
Appointed a major general by Wash
is

Lafayette.
says
Washington
"spoke to me of
He
M. De Lafayette with emotion; he
considers him as his child." Later,
Lafayette sent to Washington the key.
to the destroyed Bastile, saying: "It
is a tribute which I owe as a son to my
to
dopted father, as an
my general, as a missionary of liberty
to Its patriarch."
French Eager In Liberty's Cause.
The spirit of Lafayette was the
spirit of Rochambeau's army. A host
of young French officers looked on the
expedition as a crusade for liberty, and
crowded for places. Young Berthler
was ft volunteer at Yorktowa, and he
became a marshal of France. Viscount
p

Vi,

1

of-fic-

ington in July, he fought at the battle
of Brandywlne in September and received an ugly wound. Boon again in
the saddle, he went through many vicissitudes and privations with Washington at Valley Forge, his crowning
exploit being the forcing of the retreat
of Lord Cornwallls, leading to his surrender at Yorktown, In 1781. Although
Washington and other famous American generals had joined him previous
to the surrender, Lafayette, with a
small force, had initiated the rout of
Cornwallls at the battle of Albemarle.
That the highest credit was due to Lafayette is shown by the fact that
Washington warmly thanked and complimented him in the presence of the
troops, after the great surrender which
practically ended the war.
Patriot ef Marfalehead.
General Lafayette paid a tribute to
Marblehead, Mass., by making two
visits to the people, by whom he was
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Patriot Cut Off the Corner of HI House That Lafayette's
Carriage Might Go Through Hla

An

Old-Tim-

Street
received with bands of music and a
huge procession of citizens. It is related that on his first visit in 1784
there was a controversy as to how the
procession was to proceed through the
main streets of the town, owing to the
fact that at one of the sharp turns, a
house so Jutted into the road that the
general's coach could not pass. On the"
morning of the great event, it was discovered that the patriotic family occupying the property had cut off a section of the house, removing the offending corner and thus the coach was
driven without a hitch through the
street. The house with part of the
first story missing can still be seen In
this year of 1919, and Is shown in Uie
Illustration.
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IRVIN OGDEN. SR.
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S.Wriptioa $1.50

Entered as

second-clas-

s

timatter
lt at the

poetoffice in Roy, New Mexico.

That an ''outrageous policy of
squeezing out small landholhers
by aiding large ranchers in
their holdings is pursued
by the state land office in New
ng

Mexico is alleged by U. S. Marshal A. H. Hudspeth in an open
letter to the state land comcopies
missioner, Neis Field,
being transmitted to New Mexico's representatives in congress
and to senate and house public
The
land committee chairmen.
letter is as follows:

clear the way for the man wl.o
was destined to be President
when the time came when a
truly great man was needed in
that office. That is the real
reason why Roosevelt spilled the
beans.
You can follow this line of
reasoning as far as you like in
this respeet. You will find that
Providence has always raised a
Man for the occasion in all great
world crises and He did in this
one by using negative means to
accomplish a desired Positiye
result.

In the petition for separate
sale of the state land included in
lease 6056, filed with you by Ger
hart Brothers last February, they
show that by reason of their
small capital they will be unable
to bid for the 4,800 acres and the
lands embraced in lease 6056 if
they are sold in one parcel, hence
they beg yau to sell the lands
embraced in their lease separate
ly and apart from the other lands
which Mr. Pankey has applied to
purchase.

a

jfourkbors and trials are

Weather Forecast

o'er,

June 25th to July 14th, a series
of heavy elertric and hail storms
will repeat almost every after
noon, while east wind and much
fog in the mornings can be count
edon, with rain on the cloud
burst order and destructive hail

So she bade us adieu' and departed
For her home on that beauti

ful shore.

Lost a man's coat between Roy
and Bob Gruhlig farm. Finder

at

wafers which they sup.
The reliance that woiitenkind has sng;ar-llllelearned to rjut in crackers is being ported.
Tliere was no Question about the
well illustrated at the teas being
given for returning soiuiers aniiicoiiipiete success or Nettie g diRCOv- d

Bailors.

Ever? woman In the tuciropoli
Las iu her fiautry a iieneroas sui
rly ! the National Iu;u'í.jCV
pary" tlwavH useful

Vups of tea which she served added
j

uTcv.

mlk-Jtfr-

,

-

li Áf:

:

L"''V"f. ,

"0 the inviting repast.
J ft. x íavorite at Ike tea hour
them almost as much
jit breakfast and hinchan is the
H. C. Giuliani Cracker.
It seems
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tea
Dour.

í.í:;

So light and

so crisp and easily digested

fresh and wholesome what food can
you think of for husband and children

iZTzrr:

to

fas
ese for
vies a more

ROY,

vcaled, iiW
On a thicRx?
if than bar- edged with
I knew a man
mona and Lotus biscuit--."
from France recently.,
Some bruised leaves lay at the boCTwho had found it very nincuit.
torn or the basket, and the petals to procure bread that was either
emitted a delicate fragrance, adding palatable or digestible. He had recharm to the delightfully flavored. course to N. B. C. Graham Crackers.

ROY
Services 2d Sundays of each
month at 11 a. m. 8.00PM..rr:
4th Sunday of each monthat
11.00 a. m. and 8.0U p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.

sati"

New Mex.

C.B. STUBBLEFIELD & Co.

(incorporated)

PLEASANT

Propnetor

VIEW

First Sunday each Month at 3r

J.W. Beck, Manager,

p.m.

LIBERTY

a valuable well of water and
other improvements representing
a large part of their savings is so
situated with reference to the
state land that it will be of little
value except to the purchaser of
the state land to whom the Gerl
harts will no doubt have to sel-a- t

Mr. and Mrs. Geo Jackson and
family were the guests of Ocie
Canon. s Sunday.

MILLS
3rd Sunday at 11.00 a. m. 8PM.
O. W.

Hearn, Pastor.

Methodist Episcopal Church

ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT
Regular Services as follows:
Mrs. J. S. Russell of Roy was
1st Sunday at Newton School
the week end visitor of her
11 am and 7:30 p m.
daughter Mrs. Robert Holmes.
3rd Sunday at Roy Christian
Harry Wortman, who has been
Church
11am and 7:30 p m
past
to La

winter, has
Junta the
returned home to harvest his 2nd and 4th Sunday at Mills
11 a m and 7:30 p m
wheat crop.
J. M. WILSON,
Mr. and Mrs. Geo Lucas return
Pastor
ed from Kans. last week accompanied by their adopted son Ross
BAPTIST
Ogden Lucas, whom they adoptFirst Sunday in each month..
ed June 18th.

his own price.
Since the protest and petition
of Gerhart Brothers has been in
your hands since February, I am
forced to the conclusion that you
have deliberately adopteh the
policy of shutting out the man of
small means from bidding at the
sale of state lands by selling
large bodies embracing small
tracts adjoining the lands of
small ranchers in one parcel,
practically saying to them, "You
have no business being poor."
A similar policy in the republic
of Mexico, does not warrant
such a bolsheviking-breedinpolicy in this country.

Mr. L. A.

Brown and Mrs.
Woods were the Sunday guests
of L. A. Canon and family.

Little Norma Christman who
has been sick the past week is
convalescing.

Respectfully,
A. H. Hudspeth.
Santa Fe, N, M. June 18, Id 19.
The Republican papers are
to see things and are probe-gini-

)

Why We Handle United States i ires
they're god
Because they're good tires. Because we KNOW
will satisfy
they
tires. Because our experience has taught us that
.
and gratify our customers.
'TherTare United States Tires for every need of
your car.
NSjVejcan provide exactly the ones for

Services 11., A. M., 7.30, P. M.
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.
SUNDAY SCHOOL
at 10 A.M. each Sunday,
P. L. Gunn, Superintedent..

Every one from this neighborhood attended the funeral of Mrs.
CATHOLIC
L. A, Brown, Wednesday of last
Mass twice each month 2d"andi
week. It is with much regret 4th Sundays
at the Catholicwe must give Mrs. Brown up, as
Roy, N. M.
Church.
she has been such an inspiration
Masses: 8 and'lOa m.
for good, and her friends were
Service at 7 30 p.m.
numbered only by her acquaintance, to know her was to love
Rev. Fr. Felix Vachon, '
har, but we must be reconciled
Priest in charge,
to 1he scripture, which says
"Thy will not ours be done".
Her husband and daughter
LODGE DIRECTORY
have the deepest sympathy of
A. F. & A, M.
the community, in this, their
ACACIA
LODGE no. 55
greatest loss.

g

fj

She is gone from our midst,
and we miss her ,
tShé was Mother and counselor to all:
Her Master and Counselor was

.y

PrijPs

-

Meets 2d and 4th Saturdays of month.

F. S. Brown, W.

ML

Irvin Ogden, Secy.
All Masons welcome.

Jesus.
And now she has gone

at His

- but we

could

call.
We loved her,

xw4 w$&mS
We know United States Tiresare good tires, Thats why

v

I. O.

not hold her.
Her life work on this sphere
was done;
She prayed for her Father to

take her,
And welcomed His summons
to come.

sell them.

Liberty Garage

velt ran on his independent
ticket for President in 1916 and
they and devoting columns of
space to elaborate stories of
pifflicated sophistries. The real
(poo3 t
reason -- and there are a lot of
I iiSnojin
people who understand and be- jodud onssn) soiná uiqj jo sdijjs ?nd
lieve i- t- is that Providence
took a hand in the affair and
used Teddy's immense ego

CHRISTIAN

and LIVERY

mm

NATIONAL BISCUIT
COMPANY

Roy, N. M every Sunday evening at 7 o'clock.
A cordial we oome extended to
all visitors.

"--- .j25í

Roy Garage

so

e..

Mr. F. A. .SARGENT,,. President
Mrs. Myra O.. DeFrees, Sec 'y
Meets at the Christian Church,

attention to the fact that their

The Republican Press is
ing hard to expiain why Roose-

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
at Christian Church.
Your
presence is necessary.
G. R. Abernathy, Supt

le food value is
mat- knowledge.
fd to deternilne

patinted land on which they have

try-

Liberty-Sunda-

Church Directory

required.

They also call your

testing that Lieut Gov Pankey
"aint never done it" in reply to
the charges made by U. S. Marshall Hudspeth that he is crowding out small land owners to increase the size of his ranches
aided by the State Land Office.
They see the possibilities of
"Uncle Ben" having to let these
little fellows have their land or
take the consequences, for there
are more voters who cant buy
thousands of acres than there
re who can. No wonder they
saw political propaganda in it.
It will be good stuff if he dont
lay off, they know it and so does
he, It is their one weapon to defend themselves, why shouldnt
they use it? He uses his.

A Member, of
School.)

thoroughly

bueiVfxi the
ii ib

dnSsNv

( By

about the thousands of
ri" in Graham flour that

ji,"---.n-

valed

flaky

Her example shall, help to
sustain us
As we journey to meet over
there.

t.

"

'Í&T

i

viVif?,

prayer;

year at an operating expense so small that its wonderful. This advertisement is to urge prospective
buyers to place orders without delay e. Buy a Ford
car when you can get one, We'll take goad care
of your order get your Ford to you as soon as
possible- - and give the best in "after, service when

office,

S--

Although she is gone,, she is
with us
In spirit of love,, faithi and

THE UNIVERSAL CAR
Its no longer necessary to go into the details
describing the practical merits of the Ford ear
everybody .knows all about "The Universal Car."
Bow it goes and comes day after day and year after

in some spots.
Note this prediction and make
calculations accordingly.
T. H. polaskie.

please leave

At the request of Lieutenant
Governor Pankey. who owns
some 2GQ.OO0 acres of land in
this section, and over the protest
of Gerhart brothers, you have
advertised for sale lands embrac
ed in lease issued by your pre
decessor JEobert P. Ervien, to
Gerhart, and some 4.800 acres of
other state land, all to be sold in
one lot or parcel.

jcpanirii-amertc-

pun uud MOipiqs b uj uujnjiid ewos
3ui '.ipunij auou e ejottj pub Cppinb
jjdnd poxu.w ouios spsau auo

jaded xba ox

Long years she had toiled in
God's vineyard,
Her body was worn with the

strain,

0.F.

HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday

Evening
Visiting Brothers always

wel-

come.

Melville Floersheim,
Wm, G.

N.

G.'

Johnson, Sec'y.

Rebekah Degree

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
But she patiently bore all her
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
An Example.
suffering,
Evening each month
"Small eyes," saj s a physiognomist,
"I'D Polish Amber.
praised God thru all
And
I. 0. 0. F. Hall
Amber may be polished by friction "denote a cunning and evasive nature."
Miss Etta Hornbaker. N. G.
pain.
of
her
80Notice
how
a
vlth whiting and water, and finally Jut
Mrs. Grace V. Ogden, Sec,y.
with a little olive oil well rubbed on needle cvudes one's efforts to thread
And now God has said, 'Tt is
It. Boston Transcript
the surface with a piece of flannel.
Visiting Sisters welcome
finished",
-

i

small-eye-

d

THZ

Plumlee Hospita

gPANtH-AMERICA-

AH of Solano

New Mexico -I'AZ VALVERDE,
Register.

6--

New Mexico.
Eyes Tested and Glasses
Correctly Fitted,
CARUS PLUMLEE,
ROY,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, New
Mexico,
May, 13, 1S19.
.
Physician in Charge.
Notice is hereby given that
Filomeno Oliiíis, of Albert, N. M. who
on Jan, 20, 1916. made H-No, 021413
Notice of Sale
.
In the Justice's Court, of F.H Foster for the SWJ; WJ SEL Sec,30
31, Twp, 20N, Rng. 29E, NM
Of Mora County, New Mexico.

Bank
With

Roy

The

Trust

Mrs. J. P. Reynolds Music
Class. $5.00 per month, two
lessons per week.
Lessons by Appointment at
my residence near Judge
Foster's home.

It
Pays

Savings

E.

andWJ-NEJSec-

Lost!

Bank

PM,

has filed notice of intention to make
Final Three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, bev.
"The Bank of Helpful Service"
fore w.H. willcox, U. S. Commifsioner
Defendant
J; A. Winters,
at his office at Roy, N. Ms, on u
Roy Trust & Savings Bunk
July, 9. 1919,
Intervenor
Its many safeguards for the peoples money:
Claimant names as witnesses:
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN:- - Tha
Its Capital, Surplus and Undivided profits over $40.000.00
Victoriano Martinez Juan Tafoya
under and by virtue of the Judgment
Federico Pacheco Jose Domínguez
Its alert Board of Directors
and execution in the above entitled acAll of Albert, N. M.
tion, I will, n the first day of AugIts Conservative Policy
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
ust, 1919. at the hour of ten o'clock in
Are for
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
the forenoon, in front of the Roy Gar
o-age, at Rey, Mora County, New Mex-icYOUR
offei for sale and sell, bne Dodge Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office
M.
Land
Clayton,
N.
at
PROTECTION
Brothers Touring Car, that being the
May 13, 1919.
property attached in said action, for
Notice is hereby given that
the purpose of raising the amount due
E Merrill,
Charles
of Solano, N, M,
plaintiff
of
on the judgment in favor
being One Hundred, ninety nine dollars who, on March 27, 1916, made H. E, no
and WJ NEI, sec.
($199.00), debt and $31. 00 costs, amount 021940, foa Wi-SE- J
15,
17n,
Twp,
Rng,
25E,
i
N,
judgment
and
the
$230.00
all
to
ing in
in favor of the iutervenor being$H2.00 M. P. M., has filed notice of intention
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
the judgment of plaintiff drawing inter- to make Final Three Year Proof de-to
establish claim to the land above
est from June 4th, 1919, the date of the scribed, before
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
judgmen t, at the rate of six percentum Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his ofOffice Santa Fe, N. M. May. 24, 1919.
and the judgment of intervenor draw- fice in Roy, N. M., on July 8th, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Leslie
Scoope, of Mills.Mora Co, N. M., who
ing interest from said date at the rate
Claimant names as witnesses:
on July. 16, 1914, and June 10th 1916,
of twelve percentum.
E R Noys
P J. Laumbach
made homestead en try s, No. 02II7S
The said property wi 1 be sold to the
Mora, New Mexico
H E Noble
Charley Farley
SEJ-Ncash.
and No,021629 for NEJ-SEhighest end best bidder-foall of Roy, New Mexico.
Complete Index to All Lands
'
and
NWJ.
FRANK L. SCHULTZ,
Register.
PA2 VALVERDE,
and Town Property, in Mor Sec.34T.22N, R. 24 E. N.M. P.Merl
Constable,
dian, has filed notice of intention to
County.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
make Three Year Proof, to establish
Don't Breathe Either, Girls.
claim to the land above described,
Cynlcus The average girl can kety Department
of the Interior, IT. S. Land
i re LODBter.
F H Foster, U. S. Com'r at
her engagement secret just about as
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Unlike most other marine animals, Roy, N.N. July. 10, 1919.
long as she can the fact that she's
May 13, 1919
the lobster Is not truly migratory In
been eating onions. Boston TranClaimant names as witnesses:
Notice is hereby given that
Its habits. It remains on about the
script
Ed Cheney
A Hurfoid
A.
snme
ground,
is
believed,
it
M,
year
N
who,
from
Charles W Vest, of David,
Charles Cheney
to year, coming Into shallower water
G. A. Mallinson
"15
1918,mad
24,
15,
April
and
on
Nov,
PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR
In spring and returning to the less acall of Mills, N. M.
021210 and 025931, fpr SEi Sec, 6
cessible depths In autumn.
; FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land and SWJ Sec. 5, Twp, 17N, Rng, 31E;
KFMP,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
SI., has filed notice of intentioi
June. 9, 1919,
make Final Three Yea Proof to es
)
Notice is hereby given that
C
to the lar i above deRandolph H. Hoit, of Bueyeros, N. M. tablish claim
scribed, before Charles P Talbot, U. S
D
who, on Dec 15, 1913 made II. E. no.
office at
C. B,

Stubblefield Company,
Plaintiff

1

pair of Iron beam scales
finder please leave at this office
and get reward.
A

Roy Trust and Savings Bank,

ROY,

New Mex.

SWJ-S-E-

SJ-S-

7

Claimant names as witnesses:
John Gallagher
John Baca
Pedro 'lixier
28
Rafael Tixier

Register
FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE

Liberty Garage
Blacksmith & Machine Shop
Employs only Expert Mechanics in all Lints

General Blacksmithing; Horse Shoeing;

Expert

Wood-Wor-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
June 9, 1919
ie
Notice is hereby given that
E. Wardell, formerly Mamie E
Coldiron, of Roy, N.M. who, on June
'"HSU.-Mam-

19, 1916.,

made
Wi-NW-

H--

ho. 022344

and

NEJ-.NW-

for

WJ-SW-

J

Sec 29 Twp. 20N, Rng. 28E.
N. SI. P. M., has filed notice of
intention to make Three Year Proof
to establish claim Jo the land above
described before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at Roy, New Mexico,
on August 6th, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:

May 13, 1919
Ntftiee is hereby given that
Bingley D Atkins.of Abbott.N.M. who
no,025192
on Feb. 23d, 1918, made H-Sec, 5, SEJ-SEfor the
J
Sec, 8, Twp. 22N,
Sec; 6 and
Rng, 25E, NMP.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Soldiers 3 year proof, to establish claim to the land above described,
tefore W H. Willcox, U.S. Commissionr
at Roy, New Mexico, on July 9, 1919
Claimant names as witnesses:
Robert E, Brock Joseph T. Bills
Joseph R MeKee
Allie J Augur
6- - 28
all of Abbott, N M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
.
Register.
WJ-NW-

Pat

C V Coldiron
Ledoux
W T Coldiron
J G Gambrel
7 26
all of Roy,. N. M.

J. D. WADE, Mechanician.

k;

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

U. S. Land
Clayton, New Mexico,
May 13191
Notice is hereby given that
William H, Gay of Roy, N, M, who
No. 021712
on Feb 23 1916 made H-for NJ Sec, 34 T 22N R29E
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of Intention to make final three
year proof, to establish claim to the
F. H.
'.and above described, before
at his
Foster, U. S. Commissioner,
office at Roy, New Mexico, on the
8th day of July, 19W
Claimant names as witnesses :
Lyell Hazen
Hmy Smith
William Heath Johnson Campbell
all of Roy, N M
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

Department of the Interior,
Office

at

E.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
June 9 1919
Notice is hereby given that
Nu9 Trujillo, of Roy, N,M., who, on
no. 019914 for
April 26, 1915 made H-NI SEJ; SE1 SE1: See. 10 and NEJ-NSec. 15 Twp.l9N. Png. 25E. N.M.
P.M. has
filed notice of intention tb make Final
Three Year Proof to establish claim
to the land above described, before
F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, al
office

at

Garage

Roy, N. M., on

Sec, 18,'T. 21N R. 29E
N. M. P. Merid
notice of intention to

ian, has filed
make three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before F. II. Foster, U. S. Commissioner,
at Roy, N. M.. on the 8th diy of May

in

charge

Automobile Accessories, Gas and Oils:
Repair Work,
Welding,
Cylinders
and Bearings Trued by the newest
Processes and most Accurate Machines.
All Repair Work fully Guaranteed.
Oxy-Acetyle- ne

Re-bor-

We handle all
at List Pric- e- Made
in Ford Factories. We have them in stock all the time.
FORD-PART-

S

The famous "MILLER'and "DREADNAUGIIT'

U TIRES and Tubes,

5000 - mile guarantee.

,

SE;

191

Sc

11 NWJ
J;
J
and
SWJ;
Sec. 12, T. 19N, R. 25 K, New Mexico
P. M., has filed notice of intention to
make Final Three lear Proof to es
tablish claim to the land above ue
scribed, before F. H. Foster, TJ S. Com
missioner, at his office at Roy, N. M.,
on the 14th day of July 1919.

--

J

WJ-NW-

NEJ-NW-

--

Good

2d-han-

Header

d

Roy. New Mexico.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land-Oílicé at Santa Fe, New Mexico"

Junj

i

12, 1919

Notice is hereby given that
Nativi 'al S. de M ice, wi low of
Mares, (deceased) of Roy, N'.Mi,
who. on April 15, l!!4, and Oct. 10, IW
marie h rniestead em. ies no'e. 020963 SJi
J
and Fl SEJ Sec.10'
0213:8, f r
Claimant names as witnesses:
J
Sec ,1!, Twp.
M. N. Baker a id Wi NWJ;
A. J. Baker
24E,
Hng
R. R. Leah
J. J. Dinner
N. M. P. M., has filed notice' of
All of Roy, N M
Intent en to make Final Three Ifear
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Proof, to establish cla in iu the land
above described, before
NOTICE FOft PUBLICATION
U. S. Commissioner,
his office at
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land V.'ayün M.iui d, N. M. July 30th, 1919
Clr.imant nr.mes ns witnesses:
Office at Clavton. New Mexico.
May 28th 19:9
Juan d Kata Mtre-- , Roy, N.M;
Notice is hereby given that
Jurn Ma 8íü?,
ICspttn Lujan
James J. Campbell heir for t!ie he:r LeonJro Valdez, Wa-o- n Mound, N.M...
of Ellsworth J. Cimpbtil Decca ei c
6U
Kepharl N. M. who on March l.'th ....
FHANCi:;CO DELGADO. Register
Add'l Sent, 7th mate n E. Xo b2 j

Ei-NE-

WJ-SW-

tt

:

65

and

No" 0224S8

f r Lots

1, 2,:!, SkJ

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Se?, I T. 1
NWJ;
29
E
Range
t
of the Interior, U. S. Land
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice I)c; nr!T.i-nOffice at Sania Fe, New Mexico
of intention to make Final Three Yea'
M y
24.
1919
Proof, to establish claim to the
is
Notice
hcrci'y
given that
i
above described
,'i AjTuihr (if Roy, N. M who,
before F. II. Foster TV P. O tr.rrii?ii
:.n Oit I!, I! 15 inoie 17. E. No. 0248
er at Roy N. M. on JlT.v 11, HO.
Poo. í.i,
'or
Claimant names as wil?.n:cs:
tmlSEJ
A. T. Carter- - -swjs-.W. I ;
U'Zutd nkj Sic.
T.ie
Lyell Hazon
NMPM,
Han y S; if N. P. 24 E.
has
filed notice of intention to muke Ure
ail of Kephart N. M.
year proof, to establish cbim to the
PAZ VALVERDE,
l".-rRegister land above described,
F. H. .Foster, U. S Commissioner
Roy, New Mexico, on July 10, ISIS
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Claimant names as witnesses:
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Juan
Isidro Romero, Seferino Garcia
May 28, 1919
Francisco Esquibel Vicente Martines
Notice is hereby given that
All of Roy. New Mexico
Frank Salamon of Roy, N. M. who .on
March B, 1914 made H. E. No. 017585
FRANCISCO DELGADCv
for NWJ; SJ NEJ: EJ SEJ Sec. 27 T.
Register.
2) N, Range 25 E. N.
M. P. M. has filed notice of intention
to make final three year Proof to es
Cleaning and Pressing
tablish claim to the land above deMrs. Seidel
scribed, before W. H. Willcox VT. S.
Commissioner at his office at Roy, N.
Si-NE-

NJ-S't-

Di-lf- i

-

J,

Sí-Se- J

c

2

6-- 28

July 11, 1919
Claimant names as witnesses:
Antony Patricks Stanislaus Rychlewski

on

mor V. Neil
Harry Welch
AS of Roy N.M.
PAZ VALVERDE,

Register.

Reasonable Rates.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Bring all your Mechanical Troubles to us,
Its Our Business to Fix Them.

Department of the Interior, Ü. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

R. A. PENDLETON & SON,

Proprietors,
3 C

Fairview Pharmacy
M. D. GIBBS,

Proprietor,

Pure Drugs and Chemicals
THE

NYALL

STORE

Ice Cream Parlor

Soda Fountain,
All Popular Drinks and Ices
Kodaks and

eastman films and supplies

News Stand,

DAILY PAPERS

complete line of

MAGAZINES

Toilet Articles.

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY,

May. 28 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Jacob
J. Digness of Roy, N. M. who on Dec
16, 1914 made H.E. no. 018947, for Lots
and 2, Sec. 6 Lots
Sec. 5, Twp. 19 N. Rng. 25E. N. M.
P. M. has filed notice of intention to
make final three year proof, to establish claim to the land above described,
before F. H. Foster, (U. S, Commissioner,
at his office Roy, N. M., on
on July 11 , 1919.
1

1919.

Claimant námes as witnesses :
David M, Valdez
Jose A, Rorrero
D, R, Gallegos
Maduro Chavez
6 28
all of Albert New Mexico
'
TAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

R--

Notice is herehv civrn tbr.t 7
Oscar H. Redd of Eoy Mora Co, N v
Mexico who on Ptc 14. 1914 nvi-'Homestead Entry No. 01 90,fi4 for NK1

Auto Livery;. Cars Housed and Cared For at

8

August 4, 1919,
Claimant names as witnesses:
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Julian Sandoval Roman Sandoval
Jose Leon Romero Juan D. Romero Department of the Interior, IT. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
All of Roy, New Mexico.
May 13. 1918
PAZ VALVERDE,
Notice is hereby given that
Register
Emi io A. Chavez of Albert N. MeX.
who
on May 21, 1916 made II. E. No.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Sec,19, wJ-NDepartment of the Interior, U. S. Land 020124 for SEJ-NESec, 17 and SEJ
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
Sec, 20, SWJ-SW- J
May 18,, 919
Notice is hereby given that
Homer C. Mc Kenzieof Solanu N. M.
who, on Dec. , 1914, made H. E,
No. 018042 for NEJ Sec.19 T 19N R 28E
N. M- - P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make final three year proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before F. II. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office at Roy, New
Mexicoon the 8th day of July Ui9
Claimant names as witnesses:
Andrew S. Troup
L.M.Livingston
D. N Livingston
G. R. Perry

Raymond A. Pendleton, Expert Mechanic,

FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE

Wind Mills
Oil Stoves
Well Casing
Harvester and Auto Oils
, Wagons
Pumps and Cylinders
Gas Pipe
Cream Separators

SWJ-SW-

Repair Work

Power Machinery, Lathe?, Drills, Saws, Planers and
every kind of Power Equipment,

Department of the Interior, V. S. Land
PAZ VALVERDE,
Oflke at Clayton, New Mexico.
Register.

'c

'Farm Machinery
Stock Tanks

3

.of Bueyerof, New Mexico,
r

Implements,
Farm Wagons &
beds, stock tanks

2--

Mav 28.

jj-2-

Commissioner, at his
J
See. 34,
N.M., on July 7, 1919.
Clayton,
Twp. 21 N,
Sec. 27,
and
names as witnesses:
Claimant
N. M.
Range 30E,
Peters, Harrison Goi
St
F
James
to
P. M., has filed notice of intention
of David, N M.
make three year proof, to establish
Charles H 1 r,vor, "Jumes C Malone,
claim to the land above described, be6 28
fore Register and Receiver at Clayton, Rosebud, NM,
1919
12
August,
on
New Mexico,
PAZ VALVERDE,
017071, forNWi-NE- l

at a Bargain
P. & O. Farm

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of th I:it'rir. TV P. I and
Office at Clayton. New Mexico

Ni-NE- l,

3

inquire at the

on shares,
office.

Stove Store

Closing Out

320 acres well improved, good
well, 58 acres under cultivation.
Immediate possesion given,
wheat crop to harvest and thresh

J,

H--

Tin shop,

Farm For Rent

MORA
ABSTRACT
COMPANY

r

BaumBros

Eoy, N. Mex.

31

Claimant names as witnesses:
Wm. G. Johnson
Frank Aldeis
O. H. Redd
Reraijio Lopez
All of Roy, New Mexico.

A

He Patronizes

Ue!

Col. F. O. WHITE
Noted, Tried,

A

Experienced'

uctioneer

If you want the services of aru

SALESMAN
whose work has always proven
satisfactory, it will make you
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register, Money to consult me before making your SALE DATES.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
No Sale too Near or too Far.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
No Sale too Large or Small,

May 28, 1919
Notice is hereby given that
Elizabeth H. Vigil, formerly Elizabeth
H. Lohstroh, of Mills, New Mexico,
who on April 21 1918, made Homestead
Entry No. 022078 for the Si SEJ; NWJ

SEJ;
Sec

S5WJ-NE-

J;

SEJ-NW-

Lets
25E' N.

7 T. 20 N. R.
M.
filed
M.
P,
has
notice of intention to make Final Three
Year Proof to establish claim to the
land above described, before W. H.
Willcox, U. - S. Commissioner at his
office at Roy N. M. on the ,
11th day of July, 1919. .

You can have SALE BILLS
printed and make dates at the
Spanish-America-

n

Office.

Roy

New Mexico.
REFERENCES:
Roy Trust and Savings Bank,
Roy, N. M.
Citizens State Bank,
Mills, N. M

Claimant names as witnesses:
The World and Lit.
Henry Lebert
Jose C. Maestas
The world Is not a playground; It
Olto Lostroh
John McCrystel
ia a schoolroom. Life Is not a holiday,
of Mills,
of Roy, N. M. but an education. Henry Drummond.
"
PAZ VALVERDE, Register,

THr

SPANISH-AMERICA-

manded the" melancholy privilege ot
visiting the pawnshop himself. Leila
made a heap of her adornments. Last
of nil she took from her neck the little
plaque he had given her with its star-du- st
of diamonds frosting a platinum
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The TMrteenííx

filigree.

By

Commandment

RUPERT HUGHES
Copyright

bf Harper
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Brother!
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A SHOT FIRED IN FARAWAY

SERBIA BRINGS SUDDEN

DIS-

ASTER TO BAYARD.
8ynopia. Clay Wimburn, a young New Yorker on a visit to Cleveland, meets pretty Daphne Kip, whose brother is In the same ofllce with
Clay In Wall street. After a whirlwind courtship they become engaged.
Daphne goes to New York with her mother to buy her trousseau.
Daphne's brother, Bnyard, lias Just married and left for Europe with his
bride, Leila. Daphne and her mother install themselves In Bayard's flat.
Daphne meets Tom Duane,
who seems greatly attracted to her. Daphne accidentally discovers that Clay Is penniless,
except for his salary. Bayard and his wife return to New York unexpectedly. The three women set out on a shopping excursion and the two
younger women buy expensive gowns, having them charged to Bayard.
Bayard Is furious over the expense, seeing hard times ahead. Daphne,
Indignant, declares she will earn her own living and breaks her engagement with Clay. Through an Introduction by Duane, Daphne induces
Reben, a theatrical magnate, to give her a position In one of his companies. Her first rehearsal Is a fiasco, but Reben, at Dunne's request,
gives her another chance. Sudden Illness of Miss Kemble, the star,
gives Daphne her chance, but her acting is a dismal failure. She Is consoled by Tom Duane. Daphne turns to Clay and they plan to be married, but the following day, as a result of the hard times, Clay's salary
Is cut In half and they are forced to abandon their plans.
CHAPTER

XIV

Continued.

good feeling and democratic equality
and civilized peace the European war
It was thus that he had made hi ni- backed In from nowhere.
sei f Important enough to advance
A young man from Serbln shot a
rapidly In his firm. And he had put grand duke of Austria, and the world
large share of his salary every heard of Sarajevo for the first time,
week Into a savings bnnk. With his but not the last. The bullet that slew
extra commissions and bits of unex- the Austrian heir multiplied Itself as
pected luck he had bought securities by magic into billions of missiles. A
of Impregnable value. These he had young shoemaker from Bavaria, to his
locked away in a
vault. great surprise, killed an old Belgian
They paid him only four or five per- schoolteacher he had never heard of.
cent, but they were as sure as any- The schoolteacher fell Into a ditch
thing mundane. And twice a year still clasping his umbrella. The shoethey granted him the lofty emotion maker moved on with a strange apof the coupon cutter.
petite for shooting.
He had paid cash for what merRefugees In hordes filled the roads
chandise he bought and demanded with a new Plmraonlc exodus.
So
special discounts for It. In time the many children plodded along In hunmany mickles made a muckle. He had gry flight that Herod might have been
five thousand dollars' worth of bonds hunting down the 'Innocents again.
In his safe deposit box.
With the moral cataclysm went a
And then he married pawned him- financial earthquake. The European
self at the marriage shop. He kept exchanges flung their doors shut The
his board a secret from Leila.
American exchanges tried to keep
Now he saw a chance to use the their shop windows open, but had to
talents that he ltnd burled in a nnp-kl- close them down.
He filled the ears of Clay and
Bayard Kip was among the first casDaphne with his mnrket Jargon. He ualties. Before he could put in a stop
was as unintelligible to Daphne as a order his margins were gone. He had
toad Scot talking golfese.
said that prices, having struck bot"Look at Q. & O," he would say; tom, could go no lower. Now the bota year ago. tom Itself was knocked out.
"sold at eighty-fiv- e
Friend of mine bought It. People
Prices stopped falling "at Inst be
who were In the know said It was cause of the closing of the markets,
going up. It ought to have gone up, Europe established a general morato
but it didn't. Dropped slowly and rium. America established one of
Today It sentiment. Everybody owed somebody
slckeningly to forty-threIs forty-six- .
If I had gone Into the else, and everybody gave tolerance be
mnrket the other day with five thou- cause everybody needed it.
sand dollars and snapped It up at
Night fell on the commercial world,
forty-thre- e
I'd have cleaned up three a night illumined by horrors unknown
hundred and a bnlf In no time."
before. Bayard's factory could not
"First catch your five thousand meet even Its diminished pay roll. The
dollars,' said Clay.
president of the concern could not
"I've caught It," said Bayard. "I've borrow a penny at the bank of which
bad it all along."
he was a director. The factory shut
"Yon haver Clay groaned. "If I'd down, sending all Its workmen Into
The
known that I'd have borrowed it to the hordes of the unemployed.
office forces were reduced to ft miniget married on."
mum and the salaries of the minimum
"Not In a million years," said
Clay was thrown
ard. "When I've made a killing with further reduced.
and Bayard
this money 11! make you all a pres- out of even his half-Jo- b
ent, but you couldn't pry this out of was put on half-pame with a crowbar. I wish I knew
Bayard's sober thoughts concerned
where to borrow more. If yon can themselves with extricating himself
raise any money, Clay, don't you from the wreckage. It was not posspend It In matrimony. A fellow can sible to debarrass himself of everyget married any time, but it's only thing. He could not give up his exonce In ten years that you can climb pensive apartment It was leased for
aboard a market after a panic and a year and a half more. He could not
ride in with the tide."
dismiss his expensive wife; she was
years. He
He went to his safe deposit vault, leased for ninety-nin- e
took out his bonds, carried them to could not give up his character, his
the vice president of his bnnk, and costly tastes, his zeal for front, the
jorrowed all that he could raise on maintenance of a good facade.
The Instinct of lovable bluff was
the securities. The bonds had fallen
below par on account of the depres seen In his telegram to Leila. He
sion, but Bayard was granted 80 per wanted her at home to comfort him,
cent of their face value, minus 30 now that he had no business for her
to hamper. Besides, he could not afJays' discount at 5 per cent.
His anemic bank acount was sud- ford to keep her at Newport. Out of
denly swollen by three thousand nine his ominously small funds he teledollars and graphed her a liberal sura to pay her
hundred and seventy-nin- e
10

safe-depos- it

e.

eighteen cents.
He sought out a broker, a college
friend whom he could trust, to advise
hlrn honestly. They conferred on the
stocks to buy. The old dilemma
could not be escaped: those that offered the most profit offered the most
isk. To buy on margins was further
íanger with promise of further proflj:.
Yet,, after all, Bayard felt, to buy
utright, however wise, was tame.
Bven If he doubled his money he
woud have only eight thousand In
place of his four. And eight thousand was no fortune.
The question of what stocks to bet
n was a thrilling one, requiring a
long war council, but at length the
disposition was made and he gave his
broker the command to go forward.
The market crept up and up. Bayard turned his profits hack Into his
speculation. He was growing rich.
He iras planning works of lavish
charity, works of art, the purchase
of a great reserve fund of securities.
years before, when President
. Some
Taft was Inaugurated, every omen
was fine. The weather bureau promised fair weather. There was not a
hint of storm anywhere upon the continent And then ft blizzard "backed
ta" from the ocean and played havoc
ltn the 'hrongs. So upon the era of

bills and her railroad fare and parlor
car fare. He met her and found her
astonishingly beautiful In her millionaire uniform.
He felt like the pauper who received
a white elephant for a present But
she was gorgeous In her trappings.
They embraced with mutual approval.
He laughed:
"I was going to begin economy by
cutting out the taxi business, but I
couldn't carry a Cleopatra like you In
the subway. You look like all the
money In the world; And you're worth
It" In the taxicab he crushed her to
him again In a dismal ecstasy and
sighed gayly: "You're too grand for
me, honey. I'm busted higher than a
kite. You didn't bring home any
change, of course."
"I did better than that," she beamed,
and, being married to him, made no
bones about bending and disclosing
one entire silk stocking most elegantly repleted. It was transparent,
translucent Indeed, like gossamer
over marble, and of a sapling symmetry except for one unsightly knob
which she deftly removed and placed
In the hand of Bayard.
He did not need to glance at his
palm to tell that It was full of banknotes.
"What's all thlsr he said.

And shb, prim and proper again,
chortled. "That's the money you telegraphed me to pay my bills with."

Kip" could perform his usual miracle
and get blood from some of those
Cleveland turnips.
He was so sure of his father that he
ended his letter with an advance payment of thanks. This was the first
payment he had made In advance for
a long time.
He sealed the letter, put a special
delivery stamp on It, and took It to
the branch post office so thnt it would
reach Cleveland without fall the next
morning.
When he got back to the house
there was a telegram from home.
"Leaving beaver due tomorrow a.
m. don't meet me but be home must
see you Important mamma well love.

"But"

"This Is no time to pay bills."
"You're a genius," he said.
And she was, In her way.
When they, were at home again he
told her of Ms ruinous speculations.
She did not reproach him. She was
gambler enough to thrill at the high
chance, and sportswoman enough not
to blame him for losing his stakes.
"Don't you worry I" she said, from
his lap, as from a dais. "We'll be
rich yet. You mustn't Imagine anything else. There's everything in
thinking a thing is going to happen.
I'm too sensitive to be a Christian Scientist about pain, but I am one about
good luck. You must Just tell yourself that you're going to come out all
right and you will.
"And we must keep up appearances
so that other people will believe in
us. It's the only way, too, to keep
your credit good. I learned that at
Newport People who are people up
there never pay their bills. That's
why they get trusted everywhere, and
have plenty of cash. Tbelr creditors
don't dare Insult 'em or sue 'em. The
only people who get sued are the poor
little dubs that pay cash most of the
time and then ask to be trusted when
they're hard up."
Bayard had rebuked Leila for
spending money on clothes and on
amusements. But she had had the
fun ; she still had the clothes ; and
where were the fruits of his years of
Where were his hoarded
earnings? His few bonds were Irredeemably In pawn. And on the roads
of Belgium and East Prussia myriads
of wretches who had kept thrift and
bullded them houses were staggering
along in hungry penury, fugitive from
shattered homes and wondering about
the next day's bread.

"FATHER."
The next morning Bayard rose betimes to meet his father at the train.
And Daphne went to 'the Grand CenShe ran to
tral station with him.
her father and flung her arms about
him, and Bnyard hugged him and carried his suitcase for him. It was no
time to be tipping a porter. Nor to be
making use of tnxicabs with the Jitney subway at hand. Bayard lugged
his father's suitcase along Fifty-nintstreet The hall boy, who had not been
tipped for some days, observed a
strict neutrality. He was feeling the

,

h

pinch, too.

When breakfast was ended Wesley
that Leila herself carried the
dishes away, with Daphne's ' help.
When the table was clear she closed
the door on the two men and said:
"We'll leave you two alone to talk
business."
The two men regarded each other
askance, as uneasily as two wrestlers
circling for a hold. Wesley was the
first to speak. He said:
noted

self-denia-
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I? Ill é
She Ran to Her Father and Flung Her
Arms About Him.

-

spond to the multitudinous appeals for
charity. This was a real shame in
times of such frantic needs. He could
not do any of the honorable, pleasant
things that one can do with money.
He had to do many of the dishonorable, loathsome things one without
money must do.
In his desperation Bayard's thoughts
reverted to his original rescuer, his
father. He never appealed to the old
man in vain. Bayard had often prom
ised himself the delight of sending
home a big check as a subtraction
from his venerable debt. But it was
a promise easy to defer, in the face of
all the other temptations and oppor

tunities.

dad," Bayard said.
"You did? What about?"
Bayard had guessed the situation;
he saw the cruel Joke of It He
thought he .could dull the edge with
mockery. He snickered, rather crav-enl- y

XV.

Bayard tried Leila's recipe for a
time, but there were expenses that he
could not charge, and even the wad of
money she had smuggled out of New
port did not last long. Other people
were no more willing to pay bills than
he. Moneys that were owed to him he
could not collect ne could not re- -

It

"Well, my boy?"
"I wrote you a long letter last night,

His father never pressed

him, never expected a return of the
money he had been Investing in the
boy. For a child Is a piece of furniture bought on the Instalment plan to
go Into somebody's else house as soon
as It Is paid for.
Bayard put off the appeal to his father as long as he dared, but at last
sat down to the hateful letter.
He hated to trouble his poor old
dad at such ft time (he wrote with
truth), but his very life depended on
raising some immediate money. He
was young and husky and he would be
on his feet In a Jiffy. He would pay
back every cent In a short while, even
If he had to borrow U of some one
else. Anyway, In a few weeks the
panicky conditions would be over and
business would return to the normal.
He knew, he wrote, that "Old Reliable

:

"I wrote to ask you to lend me some
mouey. I guess I wasted the postage."
"And I guess I wasted the fare over
here. I thought I oughn't have taken
a berth In the 6leeper, but your moth
er Insisted said I'd not been feelln'
any too well."
Bayard laughed outright a laugh
wet with vinegar tears.
Wesley sank into a chair with the
little whimper of a sick old man.
Bayard went to his father and put
his arm about him and regretted his
Wall street disaster with a ferocious
remorse. He could not speak, and
there was a long dumbness before
Wesley sighed:
"I guess we got to lose the home,
then."
That "then" was a history In a
word.
Bayard bent his head in shame at
his helplessness. As usual, It was
Wesley who found a shabby comfort
in the situation found It for his son.
"Don't you think anything more
about It my boy. I'm kind of relieved."
He giggled with a pitiful senility. "I
been so ashamed at tralpsln' over here
to bother you Instead of rushln' over
to help you like I ought to being
your father that I'm kind of glad you
can't help me. I got no right to add
to your troubles. I'm supposed to
take care of you."
Bayard kept groaning:
"To lose your homel To think of
you losing your home ! And me standing by!"
"Why, It's nothing, Bayard. After
all, we're not in Belgium. We've got
friends. And relations. There's no
danger of anything happening to us."
Daphne and Leila overheard this conversation while listening in the hall.
Daphne clung to Leila and burled
her face in Leila's bosom to smother
her frenzied grief. Leila, mopping
Daphne's cheek with her own hand
kerchief, caught the glint of a diamond on her finger. It glistened like
a great immortal tear.
It inspired her with a new hope.
She had often consoled herself with
the thought of her jewels as a final
refuge, but she had put off the evil
day. Now she felt that the time had
come. She threw open the door and
spoke into the gloom with a voice of
seraphic beauty:
"I couldn't help hearing what you
were saying. You needn't be downhearted, though, for Tve Just thought
of a way to help daddy out." He was
"daddy" to her also.
Bayard and Wesley turned and
stared at her in amazement She
went on in a kind of ecstasy.
"My rings!" she cried.' "Don't you
see! My diamonds and rubies! And
I've got a necklace or two, and some
chains and brooches. They're worth
a lot of money. And you're welcome
to 'em, daddy."
The men were confused with too
many emotions to know what to feel,
much less what to say. Leila's mission was so divinely meant that it was
sacrilege to receive It with reluctance.
And yet for Wesley to let this new
daughter-in-lapawn her trinkets for
him was
humiliation.
The end of it was that Bayard de
.

post-gradua-te

He kissed her mournfully and hurHe
ried away to the pawnshop.
skulked In and out like a burglar, and
he brought away a pack of tickets and
a lump of money. The pawnbroker
apologized for lending him less than
half the value of the gems; so many
people were looking to the pawnbrokers for salvation, he snid, that he could
not find cash enough for all. Times
were hard Indeed when the pawnbrokers were overworked.
Bayard went home and surrendered
to Leila her funds. She passed them
Poor Wesover to her father-ln-Ialey peeled off the minimum that would
serve as a sop to his creditors and
said he would take the afternoon train
home.
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PAINFUL APPRECIATION.
CHAPTER XVI.

Daphne had watched Leila's little
scene with as much confusion as the
other two Kips. She felt a normal
amount of jealousy, of course, as woman to woman, but no more than a
healthy amount for she liked Leila
and she was grateful to Leila for being able to rescue her father and for
being willing to. It was a fine thing
for Leila to strip herself of her last
splendor to help an old father-in-lapay the Interest on a mortgage on a
house In another town. Daphne gave
Leila full meed of applause for that.
What embitter 1 Daphne was thnt
It had to be Lelln and not herself that
saved her father, and that Leila had
to do the deed by spending things she
had not paid for herself ornaments,
gewgaws, gifts.
Leila had collected from life perhaps
three thousand dollars' worth of jewr
els and Daphne had collected a
check, framed and that check
was In lieu of work. As soon as she
remembered that check she ran up to
her room and took it down from thi
wall, ripped off the back of the frame
and removed the check from the mat
She studied it and thought, "Tin
first money and the last." Then ft
vigor and determination clenched all
her muscles In a kind of lockjaw. She
came out of the spasm In a tremor ol
hysterical faith.
She spoke hci
thought aloud in a fury : "It sha'n't b
the last, it sha'n't it sha'n't, by golly I"
The feebleness of the expletive disgusted her. She tried to be powerful
by way of powerful language. Befort
she knew It she ripped out a resounding oath that would have pleased good
Queen Bess. 'By Q , I'll pay my way I
honestly I like a man!"
All her powder exploded In that on
detonation.
She fell over into a chair In horror
The blasphemy seemed to rattle about
the little room. It terrified her. Mra
Chivvis ran down the hall, carrying hei
everlasting sewing, and tapped on thi
door and asked :
"Did you call me, my dear? Art
you ill?"
"No, thank you. I'm all right 1
didn't say anything."
That was doubly false. She had
said something. In the slang of tht
hour she had "said something." Shi
had "said an earful," also a heartful
Mrs. Chlvvls supposed that what she
had heard was some voice from th
street and went back along the hall,
stitching as she walked.
Daphne took the check and weni
down to Bayard's apartment Bayard
was on his way to the pawnbroker'a
Leila was in his room. Old Weslej
sat in a chair facing a wall. He seemed to see through it Daphne went to
him and put the check in his hand, explaining what it was.
"It's all I ever earned, daddy, and
want you to have it."
He looked at it and smiled and teari
fairly shot out of his eyes. He patted
her hand between his and said:
"Why, honey, I couldn't take youi
poor little earnings ! Not for anything
in this world."
"Please, daddy; it would make m
ever so happy 1"
"But It would kill me! You don't
want to do that, do you? You must
spend it on yourself. Buy yourself
something nice with it"

"What shall we enact tonight?"
asked Rantlngton Roarer, the eminent
tragedian.
"How about 'Hamlet?' said his leading lady.
"No. During our last performance of
'Hamlet' the audience of four not only
showed keen delight in seeing the
members of my company die in the
general slaughter which concludes that
celebrated drama, but they acted as If
they hoped we'd stay dead." Birmingham

fifty-dolla-

'

becomes
a real
girl," and she exsome of the trials
that betet the path of the working girl In
city like New
York. Go on with the story In
the next Issue.
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WENT HOME HUNGRY.

"They're certainly patriotic."
"What makes you think so?"
"I had dinner at their house the
other night."
Oh, Man!
A man will oft bewail the harnea
That flourish 'neath the aun,
Sweetly oblivious to the fact
That he himself Is one.

Boston Transcript

The
Day.
"Gentlemen,"
remarked Mr.
to a group of friends, "I owe
my advnnce in the world to the colic."
"How is that?" asked his bachelor
neighbor.
"Well, you see I used to be nothing
but a poor shirt salesman In a department store, but since the baby came
I have become a floor walker."
Twenty-Four-Ho-

e,

In Other Days.
First Mermaid What Is all the racket about?
Second Ditto Oh, only those sirens
on the rocks blowing about the ship-

load of men coming in.
Explaining

It

"I heard Mabel boasting the other
day that she had so many social connections."
"So she has. She works in an
town telephone exchange."

up-

Not That 8ort
your husband an inveterate
smoker?"
"No, he Just smokes the ordinary
kind."

"Is

The Way of It
"The cashier said he could clear np
the muddle in his books."
"Well, did he?'
"No ; he cleared out."
Uncle Eben.
"De man'dat has de best of an argument," said Uncle Eben. "is generally
somebody dat ain't In it."

Daphne
"working
perience

A POOR INVESTMENT.
"How did Gibson lose his money?"

"He put it in his wife's name and.
then ehe divorced him."

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Pearly Teeth.
Well, say, her teeth are like
Canadian Money Orders.
pearls, aren't they?
Canadian money orders are Issued
RIggs Well, you ought to see how
on blanks of various denominations, pleased she Is when
she finds 'em In
each with the amount of money for oysters !" London Answers.
which the order is issued printed on
It A lady living in Ontario, sending
Work Clothes.
a bunch of
money orders to
The Boss All we have for you is a
make up a remittance to a Boston firm,
How soon
apologizes thus: "I apologize for all Job as night watchman.
these post office orders. It seems that can you go to work at it?
Mr. Torporson
Just as soon as I
the local postmaster got in a stock six
go home and get my pajamas.
can
years ago, and the
were
Biggs

30-ce-

orders
the slowest to sell. He has no others
on hand now."
30-ce-

In Days to Come.
"Are you sure this airplane service
of yours Is safe?" inquired the timid
Household Work Saver.
passenger.
newspapers
Use plenty of
about
"Is it safe?" echoed the manager.
the kitchen, spreading them on the "Why, we sell commutation
tickets !"
floor when anything is likely to spatLife.
ter. It is easier to gather them up
than to clean up. If there is a kitchen
range not in use in the summer time
Highly Imaginative.
It is well to prevent dampness and
d
"The notes of the
frogs
rust If the kitchen has but a gas out yonder suggest Wagnerian music
range, then a good-sizewaste basket to me."
s
should be kept and the papers dis"They aren't all
Some
posed of la whatever way is best.
of It is pollywogneran music."
deep-voice-

d

deep-voice-
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LOSS OF LIFE.

400

TO
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TUT

X

MINN.,

KILLED

ALMOST
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The goody
that's good for young
snd old.

The Flavor Lasts

of the Hollanders.
Do not delay. Go to your drurflst
snd insist on his supplying you with a
box of GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil
Capsules. Take them as directed, and
if you are not satisfied with results your
druggist will gladly refund your money.
Look for the name GOLD MEDAL on
the box and accept no other. Ia sealed
boxes, three sizes.

Dally Thought.
Frank.
How many worthy men have we seen
"What are you selling banana for
lion
survive their own reputation
today?"
tnlgue.
"To make a living."

Silence la more eloquent than words.
Carlyle.

Fargo, N.'D., June 23. Reports Of
death list ranging from 300 to 400
due to a tornado, that, struck Fergus
Falls, Minn., about seventy miles
southeast of here, have been received
here. Advices to the Northwest Telephone Company here say that a lineman working out of Fergus Falls re
ported that 300 persons lost their lives,
from Evansville,
while Information
thirty-similes southeast of Fergus
Fulls, was that half the town had been
blown away and that between 300 and
400 were dead.
Tho telephone operator at Battle
Lake, Minn., about eighteen miles
west of Fergus Fulls, reported the en
tire town between the Grand hotel and
the brewery had been wiped out. The
operator also reported, that 200 persons hud been killed.
One of the passengers on Great
Northern truin- No. 1, a girl, suffered
a sprained ankle, but no other passengers were Injured, when the train was
blown off the track. They were picked
up by Great Northern train No. 4 five
miles west of Fergus Falls and
brought to Fargo. The wrecked train
Is the crack Great Northern Oriental
limited.
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Aro Here Told ths Best Remedy
for Their Troubles.

x

Is hygienic 2nd

well-know- n

ment of the Netherlands granted a aw
dal charter authorising Its sale.
The good housewife of Holland would
almost as soon do wituout iooa as wun- out her "Real Dutch Drops," as abo
quaintly calls GOLD MEDAL Haarlem
Oil Capsules. " Their use restores
strength and is responsible in a great
measure for the sturdy, robust health

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

11 JiERMETICnLLV
sealed In Its wax?
trapped Fccl:r:2. dr
tlsht. Impurity prcsf

Kidney and Madde troubles don't
disappear of themselves. They grow
upon you, slowly but steadily, undermining your health with deadly cerTictlm to Intainty, until you fall
curable disease.
Stop your troubles while there Is
time. Don't wait until little pains become big aches. Don't trifle with disease. To avoid future suffering begin
r.rm.nr with MOLD MEDAL Haar
lem Oil Capsules now. Take three or
four every day until you feel that you
re entirely free from pain.
preparation has been
This
one of the national rememes or.
for centuries. In lÜ'Jtí the govern

Cutleura for Pimply Face.
pimples and blackheads
smear them with Cutleura Ointment
Wash off In five minutes with Cutl
eura Soap and hot water. Once clear
keep your skin clear by using them for
dally toilet purposes. Don't fall to Include Cutleura Talcum. AdT.

To"

WIPED OFF WAP BY
WIND.

I

BETTER LOOK OUT!

The mere fact that a man doesn't
call yoü a liar Is no reason that he
doesn't think you are one.

AND BIG DAMAGE BESIDES

300

SIDNEYS ..'WEAKENING?;

Now.

DESTROYED

SECTION

BUSINESS

I Farm

Eecatjaa land la cheaper than It will ever
be main. The U. R. Railroad Administration
la prepared to furnish free Information to
bomeseekers regarding farming opportunities. We have nothing to sell; no money to
limit; only Information to Siva. Write me
fully with referenoe to Tour needs, Name
the state yon want to learn about. J. I
section,
Manager, Agricultural
Kawaraa,
II. a. Railroad Administration,
Boom 10,
Washington. I). C. adv.

Freemen t, O. "I was passing through the critical
year of age and bad all
erlod of life, being forty-si- x
the symptom incident to that change beat flashes,
nervousness, and was in a general run down condition,
Lydia E. Pink-baBO it was hard for me to do my work.
Vegetable Compound was recommended to me a
the best remedy for my troubles.wniott it sursiy provea
to be. I feel better and stronger in every way since
taking it, and the annoying symptoms have disappeared." Mrs. M. Oodssh, 625 Napoleon Bt, Fremont,
Ohio.

North Harén, Connj "Lydia E. Pinkham'e Vegetv
ble Compound restored my health after everything else
had failed when passing through change of life. There
la nothing like It to overcome the trying symptoms."
Uls, FLOBxaca Isxlla,Box 187, North Haven, Conn.

4

HaCl

feck CmoQ
1 TT

St. Paul. Railroad men on traína
returning from the vicinity of Fergm
Fails said reports were that 200 may
have been killed In the cyclone. It
was reported that the Grand hotel at
Fergus Falls had collapsed and that
seventy-fiv- e
persons had been buried
'

A Precision.
"You object to the term, "Demon

Rum?'"
r

"I do. Demons are not supposed to
hare any real natural existence. But
there la nothing mythological about
hard liquor."

WHY SO MOODY?
To feel "blue," cross and nervous all
the time is not natural for anyone.
Often it is due merely to faulty kidney
action. Housework and the many family cares wear the nerves and so weaken
the kidneys. Then comes that tired,
state. If you have
fretful,
backache, headache, dizziness and kidney irregularities, and sharp, shooting
pains, try Doan'$ Kidney Pill. They
have brought health and happiness to
thousands of women.
balf-sic- k

A New Mexico
Mrs.

Case

O. C.

Welter,

E. Fourth Bt.,
N. Méx.,
Roswell,
601

ays: "Three or four
years ago my kidneys were bothering
me and I suffered
from an awful weakness In my back.
How miserable and
run down I felt! My
back hurt every time
I tried to move. Objects appeared In
of me and I
front
.
A

i

In tho ruins.
'
Governor Uurnqulst, Adjutant Genmen ot
Rhlnow and seventy-fiv- e
eral
SOON
MIGHT GET IT RIGHT
the sanitary corps, Fourth regiment,
M. N. G., left on a special train H'i;
Youthful Sunday School Teacher by
doctors, nurses and railway officials.
No Means Disconcerted by First
Other National Guard units In the
Rather Wild Statement.
Twin Cities nnd In towns near Fergus
Falls were ordered to hold themselves
Sunday
She Is fifteen and teaches a
police duty.
school class of ten little elrls. That In readiness for guard and
Shortly before midnight a severe
they might "learn to keep and
them," she bade them commit the electrical and wind storm accompanied
twelve commandments. The day for by a heavy rainfall struck the Twin
the utterance of the "twelve" statutes Cities.

arrived.
The little girl on the end seat was
called on first. Glibly she repeated the
She was
ten. There was a pausé.
waltlnir for the aDDroval of her
teacher.
Give the other two," firmly com
"My mother
manded the teacher.
said there were only ten, and that
was more than anyone could keep, and
sho knows," retorted the assured lit
t
girl.
tle
Nonchalantly the teacher began
turning the pages of Revelation. She
was working to Deuteronomy.
'Certainly there are but ten com
mandments. How stupid. I was thinking of Proverbs. You know, my dears,
there are twelve of those."
end-sea-

km

Pardonable Curiosity.
"Gabe Sogback got hold of a drink
licker tuther eveor two of bone-drfelt like a different woman."
and throwed him
home
went
ning
nnd
Bos
Get Doan's at Any Stare, 60e a
self on the bed, face down," reluted a
citizen of Sandy Mush, Ark. "As soon
CO, BUFFALO. N.Y.
as he was asleep his wife took and tied
him fast by the four corners, spread
out like a capital letter 'X,' and beat
w BED SEAL
nnd mauled him with a wagon spoke
till she mighty nigh smashed him flat.
A pnssel of us fellers going by heerd
the hoornw, and, 'lowing a varmint
T
rloaW
dnS
nair
was killing somebody, went In, and
W,
department
write
carry
this
tent
not
sorter persuaded Mlmis Sogback to
SCHAfTEB TENT A AWNING CO turn Gabe loose. She said she had
DENVER. COLO,
whipped him b'cus she loved him. 1
reckon that , was all right, but I'm
sorter curious to know what she'd
to him. If she'd p'tu ! hated
1 8th & Wazea Sta., Denver, Colo,
him." Kansas City Star.
Repair Tractors, Automobiles, Trucks
and all Machinery, either in our shop or
Matter of Jurisdiction.
your field. Write or call on us and tell
At the master painters nnd decorat'
us vour troubles. WE HAVE REPAIR
evening one of
PARTS AND REBUILT TRACTORS, ors' banquet the other
the guests said to a companion :
"I notice a couple of doctors In the
fflmHV bad lifted Doan 8
Kidney Pills with fine results, I tried
them. Two boxes cured me and I soon
MimhM nf h

.

y

Train Goes in Ditch.
Aurora, Neb. Several people were
Injured, three seriously, when the fust
s
passenger train on the
Burlington was wrecked a short dis
tance east of here. All the other In
Jured were able to continue their Journey. The truin, which was behind
miles
time, was running at fifty-twan hour when It struck a defective
switch, four sleepers, the dining caí
and chair car going into the ditch.
Seattle-St.LouI-

o

Will Split Prize.
Capt. John Alcock, pilot ot
nlrplane which made
the Vickers-Ylmthe first nonstop flight from North
America to Ireland, announced that he
and Lieut. A. W. Brown, the navigator,
Intended to divide equally fS.OOO sterling and 10,000 prize given them by
the Daily Mail. The other 2,000 will
go to the workmen who built the
London.

y

FOSTER-MtLBUR-

Auto Ten9
and Beds

The Tractor Service Co.

NEW SOUTH WALES

INFORMATION BUREAU
Sisger Building, Iff Itrosdwsy, New York City
Will be pleased to mb4 Government BalleMaa
or enewer any tneulrlaa regarding opporturalelng. fruit growing
nities for farming, au
mining and Inurnment In Mew Bomb Wslea'

AUSTRALIA
Just

So.

"The fellow across the street looks
like a wooden linage." "Maybe that Is
why he Is lumbering along."
The Farther the Better.
"I have here some fugitive verse,"
said the poet. "All right, let It fly,"
said the editor, wearily.
mn

Granulated Eyelids,
... Eye
by
I
e

Eye 0

inflamed

. 1U OU
c

expo-

n.i..lkl
mull
quickly relieved by Marioa
auic

EyeEenedy. No Smarting,
At
Just Eye Comfort
Your Druggiiti or by mail COc per Bottle.
a
For DtsK el tns cya tree write
Murine) Ey Remedy Co Chlce;.

May Buy Home.
Anierongoii. Reliable circles declare
that the presence in Ainerongon of visitors from Germany is connected with
plans, for the future residence of the
former emperor. Discussions are said
to be on the progress of the purchase
of a property In Holland, lying In a secluded spot within twenty miles of
Utrecht. German officials were busily
The mill-- ,
engaged with the
tary police, under orders from the war
office, have been removed, but armed
country police,. under the. ministry of
justice, remain guarding the grounds.

Forest Fires

fis3 tho qcadbat rccosd for !i3 greatest good
LYDIA

THIS

HEAD

WORTH

t.PINKHAH MEDICINE CO. LYNN.MASS.

"Berry,
times but failed.
after ceasing to be an executioner, set
up at Bradford as a phrenologist and

$10,000 Lee three

London Doctora Eager to Examine
Brain of Man Known aa
Human Encyclopedia.

f

- r ran. ornamnuv",
tuiu. Lutatllae

iMMiT.
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Tit-Bit-

good-lookin-

FRECKLES

rs

mmmi

1

Economy to Both

Caused by v

Health and lurse

ñcid-StaíiG- ii
out ot
Millions of people In fact about
suiter more or less from Indigestión,
acuta or chronic. Nearly every can Is
caused by
There are other stomach disorders which)
b I chaleo are sure signs of
bloat after eating, food re
in, heartburn,
There are
peatlng, sour, gassy stomach.
10

follow a change from
coffee to the American
table drink

many ailments which, while they do not
cause much distress In the stomach Itself,
h.
are, nevertheless, traceable to an
Among these are nervousness,
biliousness, cirrhosis of the liver, rheumatism. Impoverished blood, weakness. Insomnia, melancholia and a long train of physical and mental miseries that keep the
victims in miserable health year after year.
The right thing to di Is to attaolt these
ailments at their source set rid ot the
A wonderful modern remedy called
EATONIC now makes It easy to do this.
One of hundreds ot thousands of grateful
users of B ATONIC writes: "I have been
troubled with Intestinal Indlfestlon for about
nine years and have spent quite a sum for
medicine, but without relief. After ualnej
EATONIC for a few days the gas and pairs.
EATONIC la Ju
In my bowels disappeared.
the remedy I needed,"
We have thouaands of letters telling of
these marvelous benefits. Try EATONIC and
you, too, will be just as enthuslastlo in Its
praise.
Your druggist has EATONIC Get a bl
(So box from him today. He will refund
your money if you are not aatlsfled.

,

OSTUM UlREAL

.

two-mil-

killa all

BPRRA1

mm. Mad) mf met.
character reader," said Datas. His
can't "oil I or tie own
will tint anil or Inlom
exam"Heads
card bore the words:
anything. Goaniiteasi,
II A I I
ined." He examined a good many
:
FLY KILIjEB
i
at rom deatarojr
time."
In
heads
his
Of course you have heard of Datas,
by EXPRESS, nwpalde
HAEOLD 80UEÍL3, 1M Do Ealb Af BrooUrn. Hl
tho human encyclopedia the man
"Shell-ClothDressed to Kill In
who can memorize and reel off dates
Shell-clot- h
Is the name of a new
quicker than the Are of a machine
fabric being manufactured In Enggun ; the man on whose head the docland. The stuff Is a fine serge and an
tora have placed a price of 2,000?
Ideal for lie
part of projectiles.
"But I am not anxious to sell It yet essential
Is
over
the
war
now
the
And
that
for dissection," Datas told a writer
of
s
the other day. stuff is going into the making
for London
A u druiTiriata: Soap 28. Orntnwnt SB and 00, Tal earn S.
saya
shells,
the
of
Instead
clothes
atom."
Hampla earn rra or "Ufltlava, vapa. a,
"It is worth more to me than 2,000."
American.
It
North
Philadelphia
Datas has lately been devouring
g
war facts and had Just added a couple ought to make "staggeringly"
. Nova Scotia Cherrlea.
clothes, don't you think Í One
of thousand In two and a half hours
The province of Nova Scotia raises
ansay
to
truly
quite
might
woman
to his repertoire when we met.
exceedingly large and luscious black
"For an outlay of twopence," he other: "Oh, my dear, she was dressed cherries.
said, "I bought a little book on a to kill, all In ehellcloth."
Or, on the other hand, what clever
bookstall, called Two Thousand Facts
About the War.' I bought It and read opportunity for the feminine cat to
the list through In two and a half say that her dear enemy has "shock- New Is tks
Tia U Cat Ris" sf Tatas Uily Spst
ing taste in the matter of clothes 1"
hours and then knew It by heart."
Thare's aa loafer the Hfhtaat Bead ot feelln
There Is no doubt about It. I testashamed of Jour freckles, as Othlna double
Boy' Bill of Fare.
ed Datas with the book in my hand,
Is guaraoteed to remora theaa homely
answering the In- strength
Bailey,
George
spots.
and no matter what question I asked
Simply
get
an
inca of Othlna double
boy
eat?"
to
good
a
Is
for
quiry,
"What
him dates of battles, air raids, names
strength from your druggist, and apply a little
says:
night
of
morning
and yoa abould soon sea
tt
and
generals'
sunk,
ships
famous
of
the worst freckles haes begun to
"At this time of the year, according that eienwhile
he answered them without hesithe lighter ones has vanished ev
to the theories extant In North Caro- tlrely. It Is seldom that mors than one ounea
tation, says the writer.
Is needed to completely clear the skin snd gala
Datas has had many amusing and lina In 1870, a boy should have dally a beautiful clear compleilon.
young
rosin,
pine
green
fruit,
Be sure to aak for the doubts strength Ottilia,
of
plenty
exmost
curious experiences, but the
as
Is
undet guárante of money taa
traordinary was the friendly dinner he cucumbers, raw new potatoes, green U Itthisfalls tosoldremove
Adv.
freckles.
shared with John Lee, the Babbacombe blackberries, doughnuts, branch water
And lots of men make fools of them
murderer, and the late James Barry, and two hours in the swimming hole."
Atlnnta Constitution.
selves by doing the fool things they;
the executioner who tried to Hang
are Invited to do.

In Montana.

gathering."
Mont. Fourteen forest
Missoula,
'Yes, I suw them, too," tne otner fires have been reported burning in
,
replied.
forest district No. 1, with a force of
"How do you account for their pres- 300 men fighting them. Nine of the
ence here?"
fires were reported in the Flathead
Jokingly the pnlnter answered :
forest, three In Lolo forest and one
"Oh, we are obliged to be very strict each In Missoula nnd Madison forests.
union.",
of
the
account
on
The most serious blaze in the opinion
"How does that affect the doctors?'
e
of officials was one burning on a
"Every doctor must have a working
tho
fork
of
on
south
the
front
card, you know, so he will be able tt
river.
point with Iodine." YoUngstown Tele- Flathead
'
gram.
British Soldiers Riot.
London.
The mutinous conduct of
Economics.
camp, Surrey, which
troops
at
Sutton
"If women gain political control
has been growing for the last ten days,
"Yes, go on.'"
culminated In the formation of a com"Do you think they would allow tht
mittee by the men and their refusal to
collecting
government to persist In
obey orders. Two battalions of troops
taxes on Ice cream soda?"
were sent to the camp In light fighting
and with a machino "Un. The
trim
th
unlocked
When the pantry Is left
troops arrested 400 men, and dissmall boy gets his desserts. patched 1,800 other men to camps at
Preachers ought to get a good nl Dover and Canterbury. The main
grievance of the men was that they
ary it 1 church money, you know.
were being ordered to France,
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ICillAH Flics! DISEABB
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A rich,
beverage boiled full
fifteen minutes after
full-bodie-

boiling begins.
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Pure

and free .from the

nerve impairing drug,
caffeine.
Ttva sizcvisssalfrssH

&t 15c

TONIC
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end 25c

At Grocers Everywhere!
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"Be par imeiit
You cannot judge value by quantity bear this
fact in mind when you are buying drugs.
It is better to consider the price and the size of the
carton or bottle after you have been convinced as to
quality, it is unquestionably true- An ounce of superiority is worth a pound of
when you are buying drugs that are
used as simple home remedies.
In our drug department you will find anything that we
are allowed to sell fresh and superior.
Give us atrial.

ateríais
We are possitively right in every respect
in regard to quality and prices on lumber
and building material.
If you intend to build come and see us we
will cheerfully furnish an estimate on any
kind of a building.

Let us figure with you and we will satisfy
in every respect.

Hoersheim Mercantile-Company--

;

,The cnampion skunk register
ed Sunday night in this vicinity.
.1Darreiot kerosene was un- oaded along the road north of
town for use in Shambhn's
tractor which is pulling the road
grader. This skunk took out
the plug and upset the bnrrel
spilling the cil (n the ground
and wasting it. We could over
look it when he stole the gasoline
and spark plugs from a tractor
as he could use them and had
some reason for stealing but
this wanton destruction is worse
It is to be hoped the skunk
who does these things will be
caught and punished or exter

a

:

ir
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960 Acre Farm For Rent
d.

m

For prompt,

99421

Recorded, Percheron Society of America, No. 101778.
VColor, Black, white star in face. Foaled May 4, 1911, Bred
by M. Hubert, Dept. of Ofne, France,
Best TON STALLION In New Mexico. Licence No.

t?&g Season of 1919
Farm, 2 miles West and 6 miles North of ROY,
To ineiirp C.nt to Tent
$12.50 for Season. Impregnator

Service by exparienced breeder each Monlay, Wednesaay, x naay ana
Care will be taken to prevent accidents but will .not be respon.
3 P.M. Fast TimeJ.
Parting with, or removing mm from the neighborhood forfeits insuriSTSoild any occur.
mare standing for same,
ance and reason becomes due and payable at once,

HiaSv

The Mills Percheron Horse Company,
George Cochrane, Keeper.

Alfredo Lucero, leaves $500. in
Roy and $400. in Solano.
This
is from distribution of County

taxes.
The entire list is on file in this
office.

...

..

Fast Swimir.ir
The fastest fish Is said to he th tfol.
phln, which cn swim short di
toncos at the rato of 25 miles nn hour

FOR SALE;

--

a good FARM

320 Acres
5 railes f om Roy, a level
road,Fenced, nearly all plow
land, Spring will water 50
head.
Near Red River
breaks, PRICE, $7.50 per
Inquire at the

S--

office.

J. B. LUSK
Attorney

at Law

Prompt, and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to me

competent

and'

satisfactory Vol k in the cement
Rljht Things Rightly.
We must tiike rare to do right things line, see me at work in Roy this,
rlhtly; for n just sentence may be
week. See my work for for my
unjustly executed. William Penn.
Do

recommendations.

.

last apportionment of
funds by county Supt

The
School

Farm for Sale

miles east of Rov. 30 acres 240 acres, a mile and a quarter1
under cultivation will allow a from Roy, 14 acres beans planted
part to be summer-fallowePasture leased all goes for $11.50
1 os session given in lime to plant
a wheat crop this fall. Plenty of per acre. Enquire of Faustin De
water, good4-roohouse, barn, Laney at Jno. Schneider farm
?2x60 ft under construction, GOO Roy. N, M,
acres of grass fened, 500 acres
Has also stono on ground for a
open range. Thrs is a money
large
house. Water at 20 feet at
maker, one of the best wheat
many
placas. Buy it before July
larms in the state. If interested
20th, $11.00 an aere!
see or write
L. M. Wagner Roy, New Mex.
5

E.F; Henry.;.

1L

An epidemic of stomEc'i trouble
seems to be prevalent the past
few days. Probably due to the
presence of fresh fruit and vege
tables in the market and indúlgele in tham.

LEOPOLD

Terms, $15.

m

minated.

Registered French Percheron Stallion,

RoyAbKger'

.

The New Store
LUJAN & SON
U

In the Foster Block, Roy,
OFFERS YOU A NEW STOCK OF GENERAL
MERCHANDISE
AT FAIR PRICES

n

We Buy Butter and Eggs
At Highest Market Prices
Hides, Pelts and all Farm and Ranch Prodi ce.

Groceries;
Dry Goods, Shoes
Ready-to-We-

ar

Clothing

WE SOLICT YOUR PATRONAGE

REMIGIO LOPEZ

JUAN LUJAN

I

